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Message
from the
Chairman
Salim Cripton Valá

THE SPREAD OF CAPITAL MARKET REQUIRES THE STRATEGIC REPOSITIONING OF THE MOZAMBIQUE STOCK EXCHANGE
Alan Greenspan, the chairman of the US Federal Reserve for more than 18 years and author of
“The Age of Turbulence,” notes that the countries’ economy grows and thrives as their people
learn to specialize and apply the division of work. The increasing ability to conduct transactions
and take risks is creating a truly global economy, where increasing income concentration has
rekindled the cultural struggle between the welfare state and capitalism.
Already Adam Smith, in “The Wealth of Nations”, had advocated that what makes an economy
grow is the capital accumulation, free trade, the internal competitiveness degree and integration
in the rest of the world, the quality of make the economy work, a suitable role of the government,
recognizing the macroeconomic stability, competitiveness and increased productivity importance. These condiments need to be oxygenated by an efficient and sustainable financial system
and a Stock Exchange that helps to reduce the money cost, dispels the risk, and promotes a
good corporate governance and ethical business.
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According to the African Economic Outlook 2018, African economies are on a rising trend and
have been gaining a new impetus. Real output growth is estimated to have increased 3.6% in
2017 and there are signs of an increase to 4.1% in 2018 and 2019, indicating that the growth has
been faster than expected, especially in non-resource intensive economies such as Mozambique.
The world economy is also following the same trend, and in order to take advantage of potential
development, African governments will have to continue with coherent macroeconomic management measures, stimulate the real economy, in particular SMEs, follow fiscal and budgetary
reforms, as well as to diversify the economy and increase exports.
Mozambique is experiencing a slowing growth and below its potential, with a GDP growth rate
of 3.3% in the first semester of 2018, when the forecast for the annual Economic and Social Plan
(PES) was 5.3%, while in 2014 it was 7.5% and in 2017 was 3.7%. The forecast for 2019 is 4.7%. The
average inflation in the first semester of 2018 was 6.59%, below the annual plan of 11.9%, and is
expected to be at 6.5% in 2019. During the first six months of 2018, Net International Reserves
could cover 7.2 months of non-factorial imports excluding major projects when the predicted plan
was to cover 6 months and is expected to cover about 6 months of imports in 2019. Although
foreign direct investments have seen a reduction since 2015 and there is a current account deficit,
it can be considerate that the economy bases are being stabilized.
The economic downturn is also reflected in the credit stagnation to private sector, due to weaknesses in credit balances. The modest recovery in growth is led by the primary sector, where
it emphasizes the extractive industry, agriculture and fisheries, as well as the contribution of
manufacturing, transport and communications, and during the year 2019 is projected a more
significant contribution of energy, tourism and construction. With current policies in place, the
medium-term prospects for Mozambique remain modest, despite the significant improvement
for commodity-exporting countries, particularly coal, copper, cotton, iron, cocoa, oil, gas, coffee,
tea and sugar.
In this perspective, the Mozambique Stock Exchange (BVM) is striving to be in the center of the
virtuous process of connectivity between savings, investment and financing, citizens’ capitalization and their economic empowerment, playing the role of invigorate the financial system and
the economy. For this purpose, the BVM felt that is required a medium-term strategic plan to
guide its strategic intervention and ensure the increase in market capitalization, turnover, volume
of trades, as well as the depth of the market and the level of transparency.
It is commonly accepted that investments are seen as the driving force behind the sustainable
growth and economic development. The capital market helps to mobilize resources through
savings for productive investment, offers safe and profitable investment alternatives, diversifies
and distributes risk, and provides capital democratization opportunities.
The BVM Strategic Plan (2017-2021) is a rolling instrument and the concrete result of the partnership with the British Government’s Program, Financial Sector Deepening Mozambique (FSDMoç),
through the Department for International Development (DFID), which started in September 2016
and represents a structuring medium-term planning effort, aimed at boosting the capital market
and strengthening the BVM’s intervention capacity.
The BVM’s Strategic and Operational Vision, the Financial Education Program and the BVM’s
Strategy of Communication and Image, covering the period from 2017 to 2019, all contribute
to achieve the BVM’s priority objectives, namely to attract a greater number of economically
healthy companies to be listed in the Stock Exchange, to be an effective complementary financing mechanism for companies, to offer better alternatives of investment to everyone, helping to
strengthen the financial system and the Mozambican economy development.
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The BVM’s Strategic Plan was based on a survey of the main stakeholders in the Mozambican
capital market, including the Ministry of Finance (MEF), the Bank of Mozambique as the Capital
Market’s Supervisor, the Financial Intermediaries and brokers, the Companies and Investors, the
higher training institutes (UCM, UEM, UP, UNIZAMBEZE, USTM, UNILÚRIO ISCAM), and the BVMs’
strategic partners (CEM, IPEME, APIEX, OCAM, IoDMz, APME, ITIS, AEFUM, among others), so
that they could reflect on the main challenges, demands and perspectives of the capital market
and the Stock Exchange, fundamentally as regards their structure, training, awareness, communication, strategic repositioning, regulation, technological adequacy and partnerships promotion.
In the guideline that head the formulation of the BVM Strategic Plan, it was outline the needed
strategic initiatives to appropriately face the present and future challenges. With this instrument,
the BVM wants to be able to fulfill its responsibilities and competencies in a deep changes context, in the global, regional and national financial system. As an example, I would like to highlight
some of the important actions to be implemented:
i.

Introduce new financial products and services on the Stock Exchange, both for Large Companies and Small and Medium Enterprises, offering investors greater and better investment
alternatives;

ii.

Implement innovative market development mechanisms to provide higher trading volume
and liquidity;

iii. Enlarge the BVM Financial Education Program, in line with the National Financial Inclusion
Strategy (2016-2022), promoting partnerships with High Schools and Universities;
iv. Provide stock market simulators and offer individual learning modules on the BVM’s website,
using technological teaching platforms, such as e-learning;
v.

Suit the trading and securities centralization platforms to recognized international standards,
aiming the interconnectivity with the regional stock exchanges and other financial markets;

vi. Disseminate information on the market through the partnership with the main news agencies,
provide information in bilingual format on the BVM’s website and create market performance
indicators, especially the stock indexes.
At the institutional level, BVM will continue providing technical training to its employees,
strengthen the Corporate and Investor Support Office, establish new areas for compliance and
risk management, strengthening the integrity, credibility, transparency and confidence, basic
attributes of a stock exchange.
The United Nations General Assembly recently adopted a resolution 2016-25 declaring the
Africa’s development third decade, and the G20 countries also indicate that it is imperative to
address supply-side constraints to sustainably raise productivity, expand the frontier of production and release the African countries medium and long term growth potential. Therefore,
with the implementation of this Strategy, we hope for more listed companies (large companies
and SMEs), thus increasing the main indicators such as market capitalization, turnover, market
liquidity, number of listed securities, the number of registered securities and registered holders
in the Central Securities Depository (CVM).
We believe that the signal that the Government of Mozambique is giving with the opening of
your shares package in companies, will work as a Mozambican capital market’s impelling factor,
breaking the cycle of fear that many companies have to be listed in the Stock Exchange.
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BVM invites large companies operating in Mozambique to be listed on the Stock Exchange, in
particular business concessions, mobile companies, financial institutions, insurers, and others
that already have the legal and economic-financial requirements in order.
We are convinced that SMEs create a big difference in terms of the magnitude and depth of
the business fabric in Mozambique. In this perspective, we hope to welcome a wide range of
well-managed and profitable SMEs, with business ethics, pointing out good prospects to become
the big companies of the future in Mozambique.
I would like to highlight the Ministry of Economy and Finance’s contribution, the vision and
strategic orientation that the Minister Mr. Adriano Maleiane has given to BVM. These orientation
allows the BVM’s normal operation, even in an adverse economic environment context. A word
of recognition to Bank of Mozambique, in its role of Mozambican capital market’s supervisor,
for performing its role in an efficient and discreet way.
My acknowledgment to FSDMoç Program, in particular the FSDMoç Executive Director, Ms. Esselina Macome, for providing technical assistance, as a consultant in the formulation of BVM’s
medium-term strategic instrument.
Finally, it should be stressed that the fully implementation of the Mozambique Stock Exchange
Strategic Plan (2017-2021) will be the result of the fruitful collaboration between the players of
the Mozambican capital market ecosystem.
With regard to BVM, we will continue doing our part to strengthen the building of the Mozambican financial system, seeking to make the capital market more dynamic and vibrant, making
more citizens of Mozambique and companies know and use their Stock Exchange as a save
money vehicle to get financing and invest.

Salim Cripton Valá
The Chairman of the Board of Directors
Maputo, October 10 2018
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PREFACE
The Mozambican Stock Exchange (BVM), created by Decree No. 49/98 of 22 September, is an
institution of the State with the role of organize, manage and maintain a centralized secondary
securities market, which aims to become a financial reference point in the products and services
offer in capital market.
The BVM Strategic Plan (2017-2021) is a medium and long-term instrument that establishes the
main strategic pillars, objectives, approaches, goals and indicators, which line the BVM’s intervention in the capital market.
Actually, the capital market is making a significant contribution to the country’s economy, though
the promotion of regulatory, operational and technological initiatives and its relevance as an
alternative to fund the economy has had a numerical expression of more than 90 billion MT
(about 1,500 million USD). Its actions are aligned with the objectives set out in the government’s
strategic instruments, namely the Financial System Development Strategy 2013-2022 and the
National Strategy of Financial Inclusion 2016-2022.
Despite the positive results of BVM’s 19 years of existence, we are aware that there are still some
important challenges, especially the need to increase the number of listed companies, the increase in their main growth indicators, namely market capitalization, volume of trades, turnover,
number of listed securities and registered in the Central Securities Depository. These challenges
require concerted efforts between the relevant entities and the capital market’s players.
I invite all stakeholders at the national level and Development Partners to thoroughly analyze this
Strategic Plan and contribute to realize the actions and initiatives in order to support the market
so that it can be the foundation of an inclusive and sustainable financial system of proximity.
I would like to thank the United Kingdom’s Government in Mozambique through the FSDMoç
(Financial Sector Deepening Mozambique) Program, as well as the other stakeholders in the
Capital Market, particularly the Bank of Mozambique in its supervisor role and the Equity Research Desk for having provided technical assistance as a consultant in the BVM Strategic Plan
(2017-2021) formulation.
Lastly, I would like to emphasize the full implementation of the initiatives in order to fulfill the
strategic actions listed in the plan, and their oversight.

The Minister of Economy and Finance of Mozambique
Dr. Adriano Maleiane
February 2019
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In spite of local and foreign investor appetite, Mozambique’s capital markets are still in a nascent phase. Even
though the economy has several factors that can contribute to its long term growth and development, such opportunities are not fully capitalized due to factors from within BVM as well as regulatory factors affecting its operations.
A perceived lack of investor demand coupled with a shortage of issuers created a chicken and egg problem for
BVM, with issuers not listing securities due to lack of investor demand and investors staying out of the market
due to a lack of issuances. Furthermore, intermediaries are lacking the incentives to overcome this problems, with
brokers making very little revenue from their capital markets departments and preferring to keep clients (both
issuers and investors) in the more profitable commercial and retail banking divisions. We detail this and other
problems affecting the market in Part A. Diagnosis.
There are several long term initiatives that BVM should undertake to ensure functioning and active capital markets,
from advocating for the creation of dedicated capital markets regulator that is actively engaged in its development,
to converting CVM into a fully-fledged depository, keeping clients’ funds and securities.
In the short run, BVM can undertake other initiatives that will fuel volumes and attract new investors. These include among others modifying the price variation limits which are barring certain securities from being traded
and upgrading its technology and designing new products suited for Mozambique’s needs. This initiatives are
described in Part B. Initiatives.
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PART A

DIAGNOSIS

INTRODUCTION
ERDesk has been appointed by FSDMoç to perform a Diagnosis of Bolsa de Valores de
Moçambique (BVM) and prepare a 5 Year Strategic Plan.
In Part A, we present a diagnosis of BVM with the goal of identifying major inhibitors to
the development of the country’s stock market. The diagnosis is based upon a consultative process with key stakeholders. We held interviews with key stakeholders, including
employees from different departments at the Exchange, as well as other market participants such as banks, brokers, regulators, tax authorities, the Central Bank of Mozambique
and other Government agencies. We also reviewed legislation, regulations, exchange rules
and procedures, and the responses to a questionnaire developed and applied to BVM.
In Part B we outline a Strategic Plan for BVM oriented to overcome the identified inhibitors.

8
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PART A

DIAGNOSIS

PART A. DIAGNOSIS
In Part A, we identify the main issues affecting the development of the Mozambican capital market. With the aim
at designing a strategic plan for BVM, we focus on the obstacles that we believe are holding up growth.
We analyze the capital market ecosystem and the interactions among its constituents:
•

the Issuers or the “Supply Side”

•

the Intermediaries or the “Sell Side”

•

the Investors or the “Demand Side”

•

the legal, regulatory, tax and governance framework

•

The Exchange

•

the SME market

Chart I highlights the major factors affecting the capital market ecosystem. In the following subsections we will
develop the issues affecting each of the constituents of the capital market ecosystem. Initially, we start with an
overview of the financial and macroeconomic context in Mozambique in relation to the capital market.
In subsection I:
Issuers, we present performance indicators and the elements affecting BVM positioning and awareness within the
supply side.
In subsection II:
Intermediaries, we review the market structure, assess positioning within the sell-side and explain the problems
that the intermediaries have in performing its role of promoting capital markets.
In subsection III,
Investors, we provide evidence of the issues affecting BVM positioning and awareness within the demand side..

In subsection IV:
Legal, Regulatory, Tax and Governance, we review aspects of the institutional framework.

In subsection V:
The Exchange Capacity, e benchmark BVM’s operations to international good practice.

In subsection VI:
SME Market, we address the specificities of the segment and provide a set of enablers to develop the market.
In subsection VII:
SWOT Analysis, we summarize the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats.

10
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Chart 1. Mozambican capital markets ecosystem
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I. ISSUERS
Awareness and Positioning within the Supply Side
Lack of sufficient equity issues
A handful of the largest companies in Mozambique are state–owned and would need to be restructured before a
privatization and listing at BVM.
Many of the other large companies in Mozambique are subsidiaries of foreign global companies which are already
listed on their home countries.

Lack of sufficient debt issues
The Government is not financing its deficit primarily on the local market.
Corporate borrowing is channeled through commercial loans.
There are five listed companies in BVM main market (the Official Market) and no listed SME company in the alternative market. The lack of securities is to our understanding a major obstacle for the development of a more
liquid capital market that can contribute to finance economic development. In this sense, we consider that the
Exchange has an important role to play in coming up with new financing alternatives that can be negotiated at
the Exchange to help lower the cost of financing to the economy.

a)

Lack of sufficient equity issues

The large companies are generally the most suitable to list on a stock exchange. In Mozambique most of the largest
companies are either state-owned or controlled by foreign multinational groups. State-owned companies could
eventually be privatized and listed on the exchange; however they first need to be restructured to become more
profitable before they can list and thus the process would take at least three years. Many large companies are majority owned by global groups which are already listed abroad, thus discouraging listings on the local market. On
Table 1, we can see that an overwhelming majority of the largest companies in Mozambique is either state-owned
or controlled by foreign multinationals listed abroad.

Table 1. Largest 25 companies in Mozambique by revenues (2014)
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COMPANY

SECTOR

REVENUES
(MT’000)

PROFITS
(MT´000)

Sector

Local or
foreign

Listed
on BVM

Parent is listed abroard

1

Mozal, SARL

Indústria

31,047,000

(3,182,318)

Private Sector

Foreign
96.1%

No

Yes

2

PETROMOC - Petróleos
de Moçambique, SA

Comércio

22,094,289

121,519

State-owned

Local

No

NA

3

Cervejas de Moçambique, SARL

Indústria

11,977,787

1,743,966

Private Sector

Foreign
90%

Yes

Yes

4

Vale Moçambique, SA

Indústria

11,233,227

(32,093,330)

Private Sector

Foreign

No

Yes

5

EDM - Electricidade de
Moçambique, E.P.

Serviços

10,284,799

253,006

State-owned

Local

No

NA

6

Hidroeléctrica de Cahora Bassa, SARL

Indústria

9,778,338

2,395,693

State-owned
92.5%

Local

No

NA

7

CFM - Portos e
Caminhos de Ferro de
Moçambique, E.P.

Transportes

9,567,500

1,714,496

Local

No

NA

8

MOTRACO, SARL

Serviços

9,560,856

396,776

Regional

No

MOZAMBIQUE STOCK EXCHANGE
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9

Mota - Engil Engenharia
Construção África, SA

Construção

9,441,303

608,964

Private Sector

Foreign

No

Yes

10

Sasol Petroleum
Temane, Lda

Indústria

9,436,487

2,895,114

Private Sector

Foreign

No

Yes

11

BIM - Banco Internacional de Moçambique,
SA

Financeiras

8,820,144

3,493,659

Private Sector

Foreign
66.9%

No

Yes

12

Mozambique Leaf
Tobacco, Lda

Indústria

8,382,976

569,204

Private Sector

Foreign

No

Yes

13

Intelec Holdings, SA

Serviços

8,105,634

520,382

Private Sector

Local

No

NA

14

Petrogal Moçambique,
Lda

Comércio

7,485,595

318,138

Private Sector

Foreign

No

Yes

15

Banco Comercial e de
Investimentos (BCI), SA

Financeiras

6,665,615

1,425,775

Private Sector

Foreign
81%

No

Yes

16

Total Moçambique,
SARL

Comércio

6,580,542

256,641

Private Sector

Foreign

No

Yes

17

BP Moçambique, Lda

Comércio

6,097,136

(284,736)

Private Sector

Foreign

No

Yes

18

LAM - Linhas Aéreas de
Moçambique, SA

Transportes

(875,047)

State-owned91%

Foreign

No

NA

19

Standard Bank, SARL

Financeiras

5,349,318

1,577,514

Private Sector

Foreign

No

Yes

Indústria

4,890,519

242,081

Private Sector

Foreign

No

Yes

Cimentos de Moçam20
bique, SA

5,620,082

21

Emose - Empresa
Moçambicana de Seguros, SA

Financeiras

4,556,000

227,800

Private Sector

Local

Yes

Yes

22

Coca-Cola Sabco
Moçambique, SA

Indústria

4,492,975

405,266

Private Sector

Foreign

No

Yes

23

Cornelder de Moçambique, SA

Transportes

4,222,040

1,231,569

Joint Venture

local- Foreign

No

24

OSEL – Odebrecht
Serviços no Exterior, lda

Construção

3,624,719

47,484

Private Sector

Foreign

No

Yes

Comércio

3,407,278

170,023

Joint Venture

local- Foreign

No

Yes

25 Petromoc e Sasol, SA

Although the equity market of the BVM exhibits an unsatisfactory level of development either in absolute or relative terms, with a market capitalization to GDP of 4% well below the 15% weighted average of its African peers
or 47% weighted average of other developing countries, it represents an opportunity for growth (see chart 2):
A privatization process by the government (which has stakes in many companies in Mozambique) and the listing
of financial institutions could be the catalyst for the growth of the equity market in the long run. For instance, if 20
out of the 100 best-performing companies in Mozambique1 were listed, the current market capitalization would see
a 7-fold increase. Therefore, the new market capitalization to GDP of Mozambique would be close to the African
average, attaining a value of 21% to GDP (see chart 2):

1 According to ranking provided by KPMG study, “Ranking das maiores empresas de Moçambique “, XVII - Edição -2015.http://www.2ibi.com/wp-content/uploads/
TOP100_2015_Edition_of_KPMG.PDF
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Chart 2. Market cap to GDP
Current: 3%. Attainable if 20 out of 100 best-performing companies list on BVM: 21%2

However, as per our meeting with the Instituto de Gestao das Participaçoes do Estado, any intention from the
government to get involved in a privatization process should take several year, as the companies would need some
level of operational restructuring first.
The government identifies three main groups of companies; the first group contains about 20 companies and some
mega projects in which the government controls 100% of the capital. These are mainly related to infrastructure
and would make attractive candidates for listing at The Exchange due to their size. Some of them have revenues in
excess of US$ 200 million. One example of this group is Empresa Moçambicana de Hidrocarbonetos - already listed
-or PETROMOC not listed yet. However, the government is not necessarily looking to privatize them by floating
them on the capital market. They are more inclined to look for strategic partners willing to buy a minority stake
or control of the company privately. The second group is comprised by those companies that were privatized in
the 90s and are today, in most cases, in very poor financial condition. In this case the government is looking to
restructure the companies and then, if possible, privatize them by floating shares on the exchange.
Based on our conversations, companies of this group do not seem attractive enough to be listed in the near future.
The third group which is the most attractive for potential listing at the exchange is comprised of companies where
the Government has equity participation. These are companies that on average have US$ 5 million in revenues.
However, the Government does not expect to start a privatization process before 2019.
Given the above scenario, there seems to be little hope of an expansion of the market capitalization of the exchange
in the short and medium term through a privatization program promoted by the government or the listing of large
cap companies in which the government has participation.
In addition to the situation exposed before, we can observe in Chart 3 that Mozambique has the second lowest
level of capital raised in IPOs or follow-ons in the region in the last 5 years, with only two IPOs or follow-ons and
80 million raised:

2 Assuming same value obtained
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Chart 3. Number and capital raised of IPOs and Follows-On in the last five years3
2011
Number
of IPO &
FOs
South Africa
Nigeria
Kenya3
Uganda
Mauritius4
Rwanda
Botswana
Mozambique*Zambia

-

35

2
2
-

2012

Capital
Raised
($m)

Number
of IPO &
FOs

3.782
4
193
24
91
68
-

-

-

2
2
5
1
1

2013

Capital
Raised
($m)

2015T

OTAL

Number Capital Number Capital Number Capital Number Capital
of IPO & Raised of IPO & Raised of IPO & Raised of IPO & Raised
FOs
FOs
FOs
($m)
($m)
($m)
FOs
($m)

5.086
224
314
66
13
47
70
-

1
1

2014

-

39
3

1

4.719
614
10
-

-

61
3
3
1
2

1

8.898
8
897
53
98
36
7

-

-

2
5
1
3
1
1

259
13
12
2
10
3
4
2
1

10.237
535
35
87
39
9
-

32.722
2.270
595
164
160
130
124
80
7

* Refers to 17,500,000 shares issued by CETA, considering a price of mzn 120 (last price sent by BVM) and an exchange rate of 29,89 and to 15,700,000 shares
issued by EMOSE, considering a price of mzn 20 (last price sent by BVM) and an exchange rate of 30,8.

Furthermore, Chart 4 below, shows that Mozambique has the lowest number of companies listed among its comparables in the region as well as developing markets. It currently has five listed companies: Cervejas de Moçambique
(CDM), Companhia Moçambicana de Hidrocarbonetos SA. (CMH), Engenharia e Construção SA. (CETA), Empresa
Moçambicana de Seguros, E.E. (EMOSE), and Matadouro Industrial da Manhiça (MATAMA).

Chart 4. Number of Listed Companies4

902

AFRICAN

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
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359
310
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b)

73

45
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Brazi l

Turkey
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7

Indi a

16

14

Rwanda

22

Malawi

32

Uganda

Zimbabwe

Kenya

Mauritius

Nigeria

South Africa

Mozambiq ue

5

8

Zambia

64

Botswana

143
64

Namibia

95

Argentina

184

Lack of sufficient debt issues:

Similar to equities, the fixed income markets exhibit low levels of development.

3 2015 Africa Capital Markets Watch, PWC, https://www.pwc.co.za/en/assets/pdf/africa-capital-markets-watch-2015.pdf
4 Source: ASEA and World Federation of Exchanges. Numbers for comparators correspond to the year 2015. Currently there are 5 listed companies at BVM. There were
4 listed companies on BVM in 2015.
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The Government is not financing its deficit primarily on the local market
The development of government bond markets, in particular, is a key factor in capital market development in
emerging economies because of their potential size and the function they perform as benchmarks. In order to
facilitate factoring and securitization of credit, it is essential that a primary and secondary market for government
bonds is developed and a high degree of liquidity is ensured, to minimize market risk.
In line with most African countries’ debt markets, which lag behind those of other regions in terms of development, Mozambique’s debt market is at an infant stage. This is partly because the country has relied on off-budget
borrowing from abroad in foreign currency to cover most of its financial deficit, thus exacerbating the downturns
in the economy. Bearing this in mind, the Mozambican Government still employs BVM auction system to issue its
short-term debt while the Central Bank uses its own system to conduct its primary auctions of three months, two
months and one year T-bills. The total outstanding Government debt securities-to-GDP ratio is 4.3% (see chart 5
below). The most liquid market is the T-bill primary market that trades about US$10 to US$20 million, (the first
two Wednesdays of every month).

Chart 5. Outstanding Government debt securities to GDP – Developing countries issued domestically5
Outstanding Goverment Debt Secutiries to GDP - Developing Countries
Domestic Mkt ($m - 2015)
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Corporate borrowing is channeled through commercial loans
As result of the lack of development of the government bond market, the corporate bond markets is also underdeveloped. This in turn means that the risk of supplying long-term capital is concentrated in the banking sector.
In order to mitigate the over-concentration of risks in banks, both government and corporate bond markets
must be developed in Mozambique. The risks would then be dispersed and companies would be able to finance
their investment from various sources in the domestic market. This issue is of special importance for SMEs in all
emerging markets since they do not have access to international markets to finance their long term needs or daily
operations. Mozambique is not an exception in this regard.
Nevertheless, there is still a preference towards corporate debt in the Mozambican Capital Market compared to
equities. This is reflected in the low number of companies raising equity: only five equity issues listed (see chart
4), compared to 13 companies listing corporate debt.
From the investors’ point of view, fixed income securities usually have an easier to accept risk profile due to their
5 *Data accounts for securities issued at domestic market (Bonds, Treasury bills and Treasury Notes) Source: Bank of International Settlements“ Total Debt Securities issued
by Government at Domestic Market” except for Mauritius, Kenya, Zambia, Malawi, Botswana, Rwanda and Namibia where Central Bank Data was used. GDP data is obtained
from World Bank.
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lower short term volatility of returns, higher order of repayment in the event of a sale or insolvency of the issuer
and thus lower dependency on the financial performance of the issuer. Furthermore, from company´s point of
view, it has less reporting requirements and is less intrusive for the management.

Chart 6. Number of Listed Bonds and Equities 2017
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II. INTERMEDIARIES
Positioning within the Sell Side
Conflict of interest in banks, between the lending side and the brokerage side.
Banks would rather have corporations requiring capital captive within their lending division rather than to have
them issue debt or equity in public markets due to high interest rates and low commissions.
Lack of incentives discourages intermediation.
The low cap on commissions renders some brokerage business lines unprofitable and discourages activity.
The framework for intermediation and participation in Mozambican capital markets is defined by the Law on Credit
Institutions No. 15/1999 and its Amendment Law No 9/2004. Financial intermediation is framed by Ministerial
Diploma No. 10/1999. The Central Bank identifies specific requirements for the activity: the type of participating
entities, including brokers (sociedades de corretagem), dealers (sociedades financeiras de corretagem) and
banks. Banks can intermediate in exchange transactions as part of their normal activities without the need to set
up separate broker-dealer entities.
Intermediaries in capital markets must be authorized by the Ministry of Finance which can delegate the function
in the Central Bank. Ministerial Diploma No 10/1999 defines a set of requirements for intermediaries, including
capital and operational requirements. Capital requirements amount to a MT 600,000 for brokers and MT 2 mn
for dealers. In addition, intermediaries must maintain guarantees amounting to MT 120,000 for brokers and MT
500,000 for dealers.
Beyond financial requirements, the Central Bank has set operational requirements for intermediaries. The Central
Bank is prone to set stringent conditions and requirements for capital market intermediaries as there is no central
counterparty in Mozambique and participants bear counterparty risk. The Central Bank is inclined to prevent a
default by a large participant as experience shows that markets hardly recover after a traumatic one that ends up
in large losses for investors.
Beyond participation requirements, the Central Bank has also influence in the economics and profitability of
financial intermediaries as it determines the maximum commission that brokers, dealers and banks can charge.
The Central Bank set maximum brokerage commission at 20 basis points on exchange transactions and 4 to 6
basis points on OTC transactions.

a)

Conflict of interest between the lending side and the brokerage side

The conflict of interest observed in the banks between the lending side and the brokerage side of the business, is
a typical problem among banks in some emerging markets where the brokerage business is dominated by banks.
For a bank it is much more profitable, in an economy with low levels of capital market development and high
interest rates, to have a captive corporate or retail client on the lending side than to educate them and help them
to invest in higher return security products or raise cheaper capital in the capital market.
This problem is especially obvious in markets like Mozambique or Mexico, where banks are also horizontally integrated with brokers and bank lending is the number one option for corporate clients to finance their businesses.
As you can see in the chart 7 debt issues are insignificant in Mexico. Although, they are a very competitive source
of financing, they are less profitable for the banks than corporate lending and therefore they are not willing to
encourage it.
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Chart 7. Sources of Corporate Financing in Mexico (4Q2015)
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Lack of incentives discourages intermediation

All current market participants are banks. They do not form affiliated broker dealers to access the market; instead
they access directly. As commissions are capped, intermediaries are not profitable. For example, in equities, considering 2015 ADV of around US$22,000 the maximum the average broker makes is U$S 2,000 p.a. This argues in
favor of lifting the cap on commissions in Mozambique.
In bonds, intermediaries can apply mark-ups and mark-downs when they trade bilaterally and report the trade to
the Registo. Nonetheless, the market may still not be liquid enough and trading volumes may be insufficient to sustain profitable brokerage units. Potentially, considering an ADV of US$ 225,000 in 2015, assuming that the dealer
to client segment accounts for 40% of overall volumes and assuming the intermediary captures half the maximum
mark-up, then the average dealer makes annual revenues in the mid tens of thousands, which barely covers required
operating costs.
In particular, the size of the market is small to require every participant to act as clearing members. Currently, the
exchange only has members that perform clearing and settlement functions and hence all intermediaries intervene
in the clearing and settlement of every trade they execute for themselves or for their clients. The “trading member”
category, which has lower capital and operational requirements, is very popular in many foreign markets. Where
recognized, trading members only intervene in trade execution, not in post-trade. For post-trade function they rely
on general clearing members. Therefore, significantly less stringent capital and operational requirements are imposed
on trading members. Capital requirements for trading members may be between a third and a tenth of those of
clearing members and staff requirements may be around a half. Promoting trading members in Mozambique would
attract new independent participants and more business.
Exchanges worldwide seek to attract participants of different types, different size and serving different type of clients.
Exchanges usually support the participation of independent brokerage houses to promote market development. As
in the case of other developed and developing markets, having exclusively banks as participants could be a factor
holding up growth. For commercial banks in Mozambique, the core business and most profitable unit is lending. Investment banking comes far behind and the brokerage business is, as shown, not significant. Furthermore, exchange
trading of securities could even des-intermediate them in their role of financing the economic activity. Banks would
rather keep corporate clients captive in bank loans unless they can charge enough fees in investment banking. This is
particularly the case for small and medium enterprises (SMEs) that are not likely to generate enough revenues neither
for the investment banking unit nor for brokers from secondary market transactions. Hence BVM and Mozambican
authorities should seek to broaden participation to new types of members and in particular to attract independent
participants. Also they should significantly increase brokerage commissions to make intermediation more attractive.
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Brokerage commissions capped at just 0.2%, leave insignificant attainable revenues to intermediaries in Mozambique and hence banks are forced to focus their efforts elsewhere. While in Mozambique, with a very small capital
market, the regulator Central Bank of Mozambique requires brokers and dealers to cap commissions at 0.2%, in
USA, with the largest size, FINRA allows broker-dealers to charge up to 5% commissions6.
There is a clear, well documented relationship between the scale of the market in terms of trading volumes and
the level of brokerage commissions. Because there are fixed costs and scale economics in the brokerage business,
the higher the scale, the lower the fees. We show this relationship in Chart 8, where we plot average brokerage
commissions for different regions against their respective average daily volume. Both axes are set in logarithmic
scales. For Mozambique we show where the maximum commission is located, at 20 basis points. We also show that,
by extrapolating the observed regression line between, the average required commission would be clearly above
200 basis points. Note that this would be the average required commission; the maximum allowed commission
should be even much higher, arguably several times that level. In USA, for example, brokers charge institutions,
on average, 6 basis points but recall that the maximum allowed commission is 500 basis points, as shown above.

Chart 8. Average brokerage commission vs. volume scale

A flourishing capital market needs motivated sales people, in order for them to be dedicated at promoting the
capital market through a broker dealer. Capping commissions is a sure-fire way to ensure that never happens. To
unlock unbounded capital market growth, one should avoid caps at all costs. Human resources working at broker
dealers are naturally a performance-driven group. This means they are sales people willing to bear less job security and a consistent high-pressure environment. People who are drawn to sales in general are the ones who have
confidence that they will perform well. If one industry does not provide them with the upside they will go to the
next one. Part of that means working without limits. Capping their ability to beat expectations removes a major
incentive for attracting them into the industry.
6 FINRA 2121. Fair Prices and Commissions: in securities transactions, whether in “listed” or “unlisted” securities, if a member buys for his own account from his customer, or
sells for his own account to his customer, he shall buy or sell at a price which is fair (<5%), taking into consideration all relevant circumstances, including market conditions
with respect to such security at the time of the transaction, the expense involved, and the fact that he is entitled to a profit; and if he acts as agent for his customer in any
such transaction, he shall not charge his customer more than a fair commission or service charge, taking into consideration all relevant circumstances, including market
conditions with respect to such security at the time of the transaction, the expense of executing the order and the value of any service he may have rendered by reason
of his experience in and knowledge of such security and the market therefore. Source: FINRA
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III. INVESTORS
Awareness and Positioning within the Demand Side
Lack of financial education and investor protection.
The lack of financial education among the general public and limited protection of investors discourage potential
investors from entering the market.
Low visibility of the stock exchange due to limited availability of market data.
The lack of available market data limits BVM’s visibility on investor’s radars.
Low disposable income and retirement savings failing to provide a sufficient pool of investable capital at BVM.
Mozambique has small pool of investable assets.

a)

Lack of financial education and lack of investor protection

The lack of financial education and sophistication among investors with respect to non-banking products and
the poor levels of investor rights protection create information asymmetries which deter investors from investing
in the capital market. There is little knowledge about potential investments at BVM by the general public, with
the general public choosing to keep savings in banking products instead of investing it in local capital markets.
Wealthier investors may choose to invest in capital markets but generally do so in foreign markets. The lack of
information available (including stock and bond indices) fails to spark investor interest, both local and foreign.
Some Capital Markets like Brazil that are used as role model for development, have mentioned corporate governance and minority rights protection as the main reason for reaching some level of success in the development of
their capital market.
Mozambican capital markets appear to lack an adequate legal regulatory and supervisory framework that can
protect the rights of minority investors and those of creditors. The two rankings below, from the World Bank, show
how poor Mozambique ranks in terms of protecting minority investors and enforcing contracts (see table 2 below).
The weak levels of investor protection (see Section III) would deter most of the informed investors, including both
local and foreign, who might invest at BVM.
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Table 2. Investor Protection

This is also evident in the low levels of penetration of brokerage accounts. In fact, the percentage of population
holding an account at CVM is 0.02%, far below similar economies in the region. Retail investors are neither familiar
nor engaged in capital markets (see chart 9):
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Gráfico 9: Percentagem de população com contas de corretage Chart 9 percentage of population with brokerage accounts7
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As we mentioned before, this issue is exacerbated by the lack of incentives from the existing bank intermediaries
to encourage investing in securities that cannibalize their lending side of the business, in spite of the growth of
the financial sector evidenced by the growth in bank accounts.
The low level of investor participation as well as the lack of security products is also reflected in the low turnover
ratio in the equity market. Local institutional investors’ portfolios, like pensions funds, will usually hold the products until maturity due to the long term profile of this kind of institutions and the lack of investment alternatives.
Consequently, Chart 10 shows that Mozambique has a velocity of 1% only, higher to that of Zambia in the African
region, which is already the lowest of any other region.

Chart 10. Turnover Ratio – Velocity (2015)
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7 Source: School of Management, University of Bath, UK, “One Half-Billion Shareholders and Counting:
Determinants of Individual Share Ownership around the World”, http://people.bath.ac.uk/az212/Shareholders-Grout-Megginson-Zalewska.pdf
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b)

Low visibility of the stock exchange due to limited availability of market data

Market data on the Mozambican capital markets is not easily available and thus the visibility of the market is insignificant. General awareness of the Mozambican Capital Market is weak compared to peers as measured by the
relative amount of times the Exchange is searched on the internet (see chart 11):

Chart 11. Awareness – Google Trend8
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Additionally, BVM is not in the radar of world’s institutional investors. Actually, there is a very low number of funds
investing in Mozambican assets (see chart 12 bellow) and the country is not in benchmarks:

8 Source: Google trends
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Chart 12. Mozambique Aware9
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BVM’s lack of indexes and the limited price information available keeps BVM out of investors’ radars. BVM’s Portuguese-only website also fails to attract the attention of international investors.
This lack of information available is further evidence by a lack internet search engine results (Google, Yahoo!, and
Bing) related to investing in Mozambique’s capital markets

c)

Low disposable income and retirement savings:

In spite of the rising income levels in Mozambique in recent years (due to high growth rates coupled with diminishing inflation), income levels are still low, leaving most families with very few investable assets, providing a
relatively small pool of investable assets.
While the pension fund management industry is growing fast in Mozambique, it is still fairly small, with six pension
fund managers listed in the country. These companies generally don’t invest in local equity issues and their debt
portfolios usually hold positions to maturity, deterring trading activity at BVM.

9 Source: Bloomberg
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IV. Legal, Regulatory, Tax and Governance
Regulatory Framework. Lack of a Capital Markets Authority.
An independent Capital Markets Authority would promote investor security and adequate regulations that foster
growth
Other issues and regulation that would need to be changed
Restriction to trade short term money markets instruments such as promissory notes
Low cap on exchange and brokerage commissions
Absence of a trading member category
No clear requirement to observe IOSCO provisions
Corporate Governance. Weak protection of minority investors.
No tag-along rights.
Unknown counterparty and the ability to cancel trades mandates that a framework be put in place to assure that
contracts are enforced and trades would not be reversed.
Tax Regime. Lack of tax incentives.
Tax reliefs for investors, particularly those investing in SMEs, would boost interest from issuers and investors

a)

Regulatory Framework. Lack of a Capital Markets Authority.

Bolsa de Valores de Moçambique (BVM) operates a stock exchange under the Securities Market Code. The Securities Market Code of 2009 sets the basic principles and provisions governing the organization and functioning of
securities markets, the activities of market participants and the operations they carry out. Pursuant to the Securities Market Code, supervision of BVM and capital markets regulation is performed by the Mozambican Central
Bank, Banco de Moçambique.
The Securities Market Code of 2009 requires exchange-listed issues to be traded on exchange and thus, BVM
performs a central role in the development of Mozambican capital markets.
Some emerging markets have achieved faster reforms and changes in their capital markets by creating a Capital
Market Authority (CMA), separated from other government agencies, which focuses exclusively on issues related
to the capital market. CMAs avoid been distracted by macroeconomic policies, monetary policies, banking supervision or other Central Bank issues. The CMA’s functions should be focused on regulating and developing the
Capital Market by issuing required rules and regulations for implementing the provisions of the Securities Market
Code. The basic objectives are to create an appropriate investment environment, boost confidence, and reinforce
transparency and disclosure standards in all listed companies, and moreover to protect the investors and dealers
from illegal acts in the market.

b)

Other issues and regulation that would need to be changed

We identify several issues in the legal and regulatory changes that would need to be addressed:
i)

There is no clear legal framework for several asset classes:
• Checks promissory notes and other short instruments suitable for SMEs
There are regulatory hurdles to list and trade short term securities.
• Islamic finance
There is no framework for Islamic Finance
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• Municipal bonds
There is no clear framework to list and trade muni’s.
• Investment fun
The fund industry would need a clearer legal framework to develop
ii)

Lack of a legal framework for securities lending
It is hardly possible to borrow a security to avoid trade cancellation in case of a likely settlement failure.

iii) No short selling
Intermediaries are not likely to provide liquidity as they cannot sell short to hedge.
iv) Absence of a netting law
In case of insolvency the gross exposures among participants must be settled without room for compression, increasing capital requirements for everyone.
Further, we recall and list here, in the sake of completeness, other regulatory issues inhibiting growth that
we describe in other subsections of Part A.
v)

The Securities Markers Code of 2009 does not provide for the need of a CSD
Without central handling and central depository of securities it is harder to attract foreign funds which
usually ask for compliance with SEC 17f-7 rule and CPMI-IOSCO.

vi) The Securities Market Code sets exchange fees that may be too low to build and sustain the required
capacity of BVM
It is certainly peculiar to see maximum fee levels in the Capital Market Law. In general when caps are imposed, they are set by a of the capital markets regulator, not the general law for the activity.
vii) The Central Bank sets a cap on brokerage commission that is too low to secure profitability of intermediaries in many products.
The level of caps should be based on studies using empirical cases and revised periodically to guarantee
they are
viii) There is no clear legal framework to trade cheques, promissory notes and other short term instrument
suitable for SMEs
The lack of a clear legal framework is a regulatory hurdle to list and trade short term securities.
ix) There is no legal form for trading (non-clearing) members that would facilitate the attraction of independent members.
The concept of “operador” (brokers and dealers) only recognizes a category of members that are required
to clear their client’s trades.
x)

Absence of an independent arbitral tribunal focused on capital markets.
All claims and cases must be submitted to ordinary courts of Justice which are not specialized.

xi) The regulation does not require financial infrastructures to comply with international standards set by
IOSCO such as the Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures (PFMIs).
Observing IOSCO standards would help Mozambique become eligible as destiny for foreign participants
and investors.

c)

Corporate Governance. Weak protection of minority investors – No tag-along right

Institutional aspects represent a determinant factor in capital market development. The legal basis supporting
the exchange’s activity, the access to a sound, independent judiciary system, the enforcement of contracts, the
quality of the regulatory function, the level of protection of non-controlling investors and the quality of corporate
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governance practices are key aspects shaping the progress of the local capital markets. In this sense, Mozambique
is in better situation than the median of small developing countries at most aspects according to the Millennium
Challenge Corporation, which compiles indicators from global multilateral organizations and non-government
organizations. In particular, Mozambique is at or above the median in key aspects for capital markets such as rule
of law and the quality of regulation
However, in other key aspects, namely the protection of minority investors and the enforcement of contracts, Mozambique is weak. The World Bank’s Doing Business publication reports that Mozambique is in position #132 out
of 186 countries in protection of minority investors and #185 out of 186 in enforcing contracts. The perception of
market participants is that corporate governance can be improved. For example, no article in the Securities Market Code doesn’t guarantees tag-along rights, which is the standard in good corporate governance and investor
protection and which should also be included in corporate law (corporate and capital market regulations should
strive to enact these rights, with capital market authorities having oversight on listed firms).
Market participants also mention that, in practice, it is difficult to find suitable Independent Directors. Most companies have the Governments as controlling shareholders and the room for minority shareholders in decision making
is small. Participants also mentioned that the criteria about what constitutes free float differs from that of other
countries. Finally, participants lack the option of submitting contracts to the arbitration of an independent body
at the exchange, been the ordinary Justice the only option.

d) Tax Regime. Lack of tax incentives.
The Government set some tax incentives on the activity on-exchange compared to OTC trading. Fiscal benefits
are focused on the demand-side. For example, IRPS/IRPC tax rate is reduced to 10% for listed equities compared
to non-listed equities. In addition, there is no stamp tax on exchange transactions, and there is no transaction tax
or regulatory levy. Cash dividends pay a 10% rate.
Focusing on the demand side, markets like Argentina, Mexico and Peru apply a 100% Income Tax relief to individual investors on capital gains when they sell shares on the local exchange. In other markets, tax incentives
are focused on SMEs. For example in Spain, investors received capital gains tax relief when they trade shares on
the alternative market MAB. In Ireland, on the Enterprise Securities Market (ESM), individual investors can obtain
income tax relief on selected shares with tax saving up to 30% of the investment. And in the UK, on LSE’s AIM,
investors on Venture Capital Trusts (VCTs) received various tax relief and other benefits such as capital gains tax
relief, Inheritance Tax relief, Income Tax relief on dividends, Relief for losses and administrative cost exemptions
and relief for stamp duty and the stamp duty reserve tax (SDRT). Ideally, both capital gains and dividend income
should be wholly exempt. This may include allowing full deductibility of capital losses.
In Mozambique there seems to be no fiscal benefit on the supply side. It should consider tax incentives to promote
new listings. Although the absolute level of capital gains taxation is important in determining the financing choice
of the firm, it is the relative rate of taxation on equities and debt issues that tends to be the primary determinant
of the supply of equities on primary markets. Preferential tax treatment of corporate profits does appear to play a
large role in facilitating the development of primary equity markets. By providing tax breaks to corporate profits,
the effective tax rate on equities decreases, thereby increasing both the number of firms who rely on new issues
for financing and the supply of equities on primary markets. Countries such as Thailand apply a lower corporate
income tax rate for companies that are listed on exchange. The reduced rates for listed companies only apply
for a period of 3 years. In addition, Thailand provides in an investment tax credit up to 25% of the total qualifying cost of new projects of listed companies (machinery, vehicles, equipment and software).Kenya newly listed
companies, with at least 20% free float are allowed to pay tax at a reduced rate of 27% for three years, compared
to the normal tax rate of 30%. The tax benefits also allow newly listed companies with at least 30% and 40% of
their issued capital listed to pay tax at lower rates of 25% and 20% respectively for five years. The benefit is not
extended to holding companies, forcing them to list shares of their subsidiaries. Vietnam applies a 50% reduction
on the normal Corporate Income Tax (CIT) rate to listed companies.
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V. THE EXCHANGE CAPACITY
Limited availability of market data.
No real-time market data and data feeds reaching limited number of investors. Not counting with international
data protocols limit investor reach.
Limited connectivity options, lack of DMA and lack of standard protocols.
Outdated trading technology limits connectivity options and blocks out potential investors.
Accessibility. No links to other markets. No link to international CSDs to hold foreign assets at CVM.
Lack of routing agreements with other markets. The lack of links to foreign CSDs does not facilitate foreign participation.
Limited functionality of trading platforms. Trading limits narrowing the investable set.
Order-driven market without a CLOB or RFQ facility limits liquidity.
Clearing and Settlement.
Lack of CCP and use of DVP settlement reduces liquidity and discourages market making.
Risk Management. Weak financial safeguards and lack of a guarantee fund.
Pre-funding of trades doesn’t completely eliminate credit risk (particularly in cases of reversed trades).
IT systems. Limited functionality, outdated trading technology and absence of a business continuity and disaster recovery plan.
Outdated trading systems with limited functionalities limits growth potential.
Costs. Low level of fees to support the exchange’s operating expenses. Lack of independence.
BVM’s fees are low given the size of the Mozambican market.
Exchange organization and resources. No clear risk management function and framework.
BVM should implement a risk management framework and have staff responsible for these functions.
Key issues in the assessment if BVM and CVM against CPMI IOSCO Principles for Financial Markets Infrastructures
(PFMI) -Risk management – General business risk – Operational risk – Communication standards.
BVM adheres to the majority of applicable CPMI IOSCO’s principles and should seek full observance.
In the current section we conduct a benchmark analysis of BVM’s operations, identifying the functions that BVM
should have the ability to perform and drawing from international examples of how a well-capacitated BVM should
be structured to maximize performance. Best practices and international capital market standards have been reviewed and compared with Mozambique’s practices to identify potential gaps and come up with recommendations
for improvement. We review BVM’s offering and practices all along the trade cycle including availability of market
data, connectivity, accessibility, trading, clearing and settlement, central securities depository and systems. We
review BVM’s organization, functions, resources, and performance. To conclude the section, we present a quick
assessment of BVM and CVM against CPSS IOSCO Principles for Financial Markets Infrastructures with the aim
at identifying major gaps.

a)

Overview

BVM performs a central role in the development of Mozambican capital markets. It has as mission to promote the
issuance, mobilization and allocation of financial resources in an efficient, effective and transparent manner to
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meet the financing needs of economic agents, promoting the sustainable economic development and it has the
vision to be a reference in creating opportunities to convert savings into productive investment, contributing to
economic growth and social and financial inclusion. Currently BVM lists and offers trading in equities, Government
bonds, corporate bonds and so called “fundo publico”. It maintains two separate board of listings: i) the Official
Market, for large companies and ii) the Second Market, for small and medium enterprises. Both boards accept
both equities and bonds. The two boards of listings have different listing requirements in terms of company size,
value of issue and shareholding pattern.

b)

Limited availability of market data

Real time market data is not available in Mozambique. As BVM trading mechanism is a call auction, public quotes
are not available and there is no pre-trade transparency. Trade information is only released at end of day through
a very limited number of vendors, including Bloomberg. Most other vendors do not even receive end of day trade
data. Intraday, there is no reference price to support order flow and investment decisions. The exchange does not
even publish indications of order imbalances during the auction’s order collection period. In addition, the dealer
banks do not publish quotes.
BVM data feed reaches a very small number of investors. Out of BVM direct data feed it is not possible to access
BVM data Standard market data protocols such as FAST, ITCH or OUCH, are not available. Hence participants find
difficult to access market data on Mozambican asset.
In addition, and different from the case of most other markets, there seems to be no stock or bond index on the
Mozambican market. The exchange has developed none; neither stock nor bond index. Most exchanges in the
world maintain and disseminate data of at least two basic classes of stock indices, namely a composite index and
a narrower, more liquid, benchmark index. Many exchanges offering trading in corporate bonds maintain families
of fixed income indices, including Government focused, corporate-focused, short term or long term, high yield or
high grade and aggregate bond indices. BVM should introduce basic indices for the Mozambican market.
Moreover, Mozambican listed assets are not part of regional or global benchmark indices. Mozambique is not
a frontier market and benchmark pan-African indices do not include it among components. Thus foreign asset
managers have historically ignored it and yet foreign institutional trading in Mozambique is insignificant.

c)

Limited connectivity options, lack of DMA and no standard protocols

BVM members connect to BVM through the internet. The exchange uses an interface based on a local, not standard,
protocol. Standard access protocols such as FIX are not available on BVM. BVM offers no connectivity alternatives.
Clients connect to the banks mainly by traditional means such as telephone or fax. Internet access is limited and
DMA is not available. The exchange should facilitate a universal DMA solution to its members.

d) Accessibility - Impossibility to hold Mozambican assets through ICSDs
Mozambican capital markets are broadly accessible in the sense that, different from other small markets in the
EMEA region, there is currently no restriction on foreign ownership. Only a few companies in certain strategic
sectors in particular have restrictions of foreign ownership. Representatives from banks have the coincident view
that opening accounts for locals and foreigners as well does not take long. An investor seeking to hold a brokerage
account in Mozambique can have it open within days and start trading immediately after. A tax number is required
and the custodian banks are usually the ones acting as agents for tax purposes. Filings in English are not accepted
and instead all filings must be presented in Portuguese.
However, it is not possible for foreigners to access the Mozambican capital market through accounts with brokers
in a foreign country since BVM has yet no order routing agreement with any market and CVM has no link with any
foreign depository.
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d.1) No link to CSDs to hold foreign assets at CVM
Central de Valores Mobiliarios (CVM) was created after Decree no 25/2006 of the Council of Ministers of the Republic of Moçambique and acts as registrar of the securities market in Mozambique. Provisions in the Securities
Market Code require securities to be kept in dematerialized form, in nominative form, and transferred by book
entry. CVM maintains practices and systems that support all securities of a particular class or series of any issuer to
be treated as fungible and transferred by bookkeeping entry without physical delivery of the securities. Including
dematerialization and centralized, book-entry registry, CVM practices are broadly in line with best practice and
overall, compliant with IOSCO principles. CVM shall therefore be considered by foreign funds and their custodians
as an eligible foreign securities depository where to maintain assets under custody.
Pursuant to the Securities Market Code, the Mozambican market model identifies and segregates the assets under
the final beneficial owner level. This means that the investor’s representatives in Mozambique will have to identify
the final client owning responsibility for every transaction carried out on BVM’s trading systems and the assets
will be held under an individual account in the CVM. As part of this requirement, client due diligence processes
conducted by custodian banks and brokers will require final beneficiary identification. The identification of the
final beneficial owner is good practice, as it prevents money laundry, averts tax evasion, eliminates fraud from
intermediaries, guaranties due segregation and portability of client assets from those of the intermediaries and
facilitates the process of bankruptcies. It is important to note that, because of these benefits, the world is moving towards this model of identifying the final beneficiary with FACTA and with OECD’s Automatic Exchange of
Information (AEOI).
CVM maintains no link to other CSDs. It is not possible for foreign investors to maintain Mozambican assets through
their account in an international CSD o third country’s domestic CSD, and hence they need to open an account
with CVM. Also, it is not possible for local investors in Mozambique to maintain foreign securities on their account
at the local CSD as it does not provide such service. In order to facilitate and promote foreign participation, CVM
should explore the potential establishment of such links, primarily with international ICSDs.
such as Euroclear or Clearstream. Even in final beneficial owner’s markets, such as Brazil, Peru and Argentina, it
was possible to implement links among depositories with relatively low barriers and few hurdles. Also, CVM could
potentially open accounts in other CSDs so that to offer international custody to its customers.
CVM processes corporate actions pursuant to the REGULAMENTO Nº 01/GPCABVM/2014. CVM follows best
practice in corporate actions processing. In the case of cash payments, they are performed in Central Bank money
by the issuer’s payment agent upon notification of the CVM. In case of stock dividends and exercises it creates
temporary accounts for intermediaries and the intermediaries must then allocate the securities on to their final
investor accounts.

e)

Limited functionality of platform and trading limits narrowing the investable set

The Exchange maintains just two different mechanisms: the call auction or “chamada” and the trade reporting
facility or “registo”. The Exchange has no continuous central limit order book (CLOB) and has no request for quote
(RFQ) electronic trading facility. A CLOB would facilitate trades for small trades and assure trade completion (due
to a minimal counterparty risk), while the RFQ would facilitate the trade of large blocks of shares. The continuous
CLOB would also provide continuous price data, which would increase trade volumes.
•

On the daily call auction all types of securities are available for trading. Orders can be entered between 8.00hs
and 12.00hs and are at matching time executed with a price priority. During order collection time no pre-trade
transparency is provided and traders do not have access to order imbalances.

•

On the registo segment, privately negotiated deals can be reported by the two sides between 8.00hs and
12.00on a continuous basis. Only debt is available for trade reporting with a minimum trade size of 25,000
units and a maximum price difference with the call auction of 5%. Trades must be reported by the participants
within minutes from agreed although there is no clear way how this requirement can be enforced. Internalization is therefore possible and most likely a common practice in Mozambican fixed income markets.
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The market is order-driven as it does not work with market makers, despite the fact that dealers are allowed to
conduct proprietary trading. As a result, there is no committed liquidity provider and no market making program,
and hence market participants and end investor complain that there is almost no liquidity in the market.
Furthermore, other elements in BVM’s offering do not contribute to the buildup of liquidity.
•

Rules on trading limits are effectively reducing the number of issues available to be traded. Several listed
stocks and bonds are not traded as their likely fair value is beyond the price range. If a security doesn’t trade
for a long time, there are high chances that it won’t be able to trade again.

•

Trading mechanism do not support short selling; liquidity providers cannot hedge

•

There is no repo market on exchange and no securities lending facility.

•

And margin trading is not possible on BVM as the market works with full pre-funding of trades and pre-release
of securities.

Furthermore, there is no pre-trade transparency as actionable public quotes are not available. Intraday, there is no
reference price to support order flow and investment decisions. The Exchange does not even publish indications
of order imbalances. In addition, the dealer banks do not publish quotes. As a result, the price discovery and price
formation function are weak.
To accommodate the needs of different market participants, The Exchange could add new functionalities to its
trading platforms. For example a multi-dealer RFQ could serve both the dealer-to-dealer (D2D) and dealer-to-client (D2C) segments. An RFQ is a protocol in which platform users may query platform market-makers to request
prices on an order of a particular size. RFQ would limit market impact for large blocks of securities traded, limiting
price volatility and liquidity disruptions. Considering that current market participants are banks, setting up an RFQ
system wouldn’t require drastic changes in the market as they are already operating in said manner in OTC markets.
RFQ systems range a great deal in terms of whether the quote requester or quote receiver reveals its identity;
whether the sign of the order (buy or sell) is revealed; how many and what kind of participants may receive RFQs;
and whether the quotes are executable or indicative. In most fixed income RFQ systems, clients query only dealers
and only in limited numbers. But Dealer-to-Dealer (D2D) communication and trading through RFQs is also possible.
In Mozambique, D2D needs functionality to rebalance their portfolio alternative to call auction. D2C clients will
benefit from multiple quoting dealers while maintaining (optional) pre-trade anonymity of indications of interest.
The introduction of a central limit order book would provide a price reference on a continuous basis and give a
sense of how order flow looks like at any moment. However, on the other hand, adding complexity to the Mozambican market could potentially fragment it and impact liquidity. Perception is that, at current levels, natural
liquidity is not enough to feed and support successful order book. This is why, if a CLOB is introduced, BVM should
secure commitment from liquidity providers to supplement the natural liquidity in the market. In a market like that
of Mozambique, a CLOB would attract liquidity as it would greatly reduce counterparty risk (which is greater in
emerging markets) and provide increased price transparency. Although there is some criticism over the effects of
CLOBs on volumes, these are only related to developed markets, where there is already a vast liquidity pool and
frequent operations providing a continuous-like pricing, none of which is the case for BVM.

f)

Clearing and settlement – Manual intervention in settlement

There is no central counterparty clearing in Mozambique. CVM performs a clearing cycle with multilateral netting.
Clearing is made according to a consolidation model of the purchase and sale operations carried out by each
stock exchange operator and financial intermediary. After the trading session, participants must confirm or cancel
transactions and identify the buyer and seller. By default, at T+2, the trade is confirmed and definitive.
Settlement at CVM is against payments (DVP) and is conducted in Central Bank money, as is broadly recommended practice. The market works under a T+3 settlement cycle with full pre-funding of trades and pre-release of
securities. This helps prevent settlement failures. Late settlement is not allowed and instead, trades are cancelled.
However, this mechanism hinders leverage and liquidity as it disincentives market making. The settlement cycle
with pre-funding disincentives market makers providing liquidity and forces buyers (and sellers) to find a natural
counterparty for each order.
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g) Financial safeguards – Weak financial safeguards and lack of a guarantee fund
Regarding post trade safeguards, the post trade infrastructure CVM has no settlement guarantee fund and does
not collect margins from participants. Article 21 of the Ministerial Diploma 130/2013 provides background for the
creation of a settlement fund but the BVM and CVM have so far not formed it. Pre-funding of trades and pre-release
of securities enables the CVM to secure market’s confidence in the completion of the trades. But potential future
credit exposure and credit risk may, however, arise in the case a settled transaction is reversed upon any reason
as for example judicial intervention amid insolvency of an issuer or a market participant. To strengthen its financial
safeguards, the CVM should create a settlement fund along the lines of article21 of the Ministerial Diploma 130/2013.
Beyond pre-funding of securities and cash, other pre-trade risk controls are taken. Pursuant to the Securities Market Code, the Banco de Moçambique defines trading limits for market participants and sets maximum daily price
variation for securities. However, participants expressed concern that there are no clear rules and procedures for
the management of default events.

h)

Systems – Limited functionality, outdated trading technology and absence of a business continuity and
disaster recovery plan

BVM trading platform is based on technology provided by the Lisbon stock exchange in 1999. It is based on the
COBOL programming language which was popular in the ’90s among financial markets, large-scale batch and
transaction processing but is now just used to maintain existing applications. The Exchange connects with all its
participants through a browser-based, web-enabled front end solution. As is, one learns that BVM system does
not support key functionalities and features needed to improve service levels, accommodate the needs of market
participants and investors and attract new order flow. In particular, BVM system does not support:
•

Connectivity to participants through a standard FIX protocol gateway

•

Connection to vendors and traders through standard protocol FAST

•

New types of orders (the system only has fix price and best price order types)

•

Short selling

•

New types of securities

•

The use of brokers’ APIs

CVM uses up to data technology for CSDs from MilleniumIT, Millenium Post Trade, which is based on Linux. The
database and servers are provided by Oracle.
BVM and CVM have no business continuity plan to face contingency, do not maintain due redundancy and have
no defined disaster recovery procedures. In this sense, BVM and CVM are not in compliance with CPSS IOSCO’s
Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures and do not observe recommendations of Association of Global
Custodian on the matter.
Although the technology lags behind what today is consider standard for Capital Markets, it is sufficient to sustain
current operations. However, upgrading the current technology will not only allow BVM to grow and offer new
products and services, but it would also signal potential investors that Mozambique is welcoming investors and
fostering the development of its capital markets.

i)

Costs. Low level of fees to support the exchange’s operating expenses. Lack of independence.

The Securities Markets Code of 2009 determines the fee levels that the exchange will apply. It determines
transaction fees admission listing fees and listing maintenance fees for equities, Government bonds and other
securities. Article 22 and Annex of the Ministerial Diploma 130/2013 determines the service fees that the CVM will
apply, including, among others, transaction processing, registration, maintenance, interest and dividend coupon
payments and corporate event processing. Banco de Moçambique determines the maximum commission that
intermediaries can charge.
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Equity trading fees of 0.10% are too low to support BVM’s operations and the planned growth initiatives. Fees
collected from issuers will do very little to improve the bottom line given that initial listing fees and maintenance
fees at BVM are significantly lower than those of peers.

Chart 13. Initial Listing Fees10
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Chart 14. Annual Listing Fees11
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Chart 15. Initial Listing Fees12
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10 Source: stock exchanges
11 Source: stock exchanges
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Chart 16. Annual Listing Fees13
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BVM’s fees are nominally higher than those of larger markets in the developing world, but given the economies
of scale of the exchange they will tend to decline as traded volumes grow, however, current trading fees are not
enough to support the exchange’s operations and growth plans. The exchange business is that of a fixed costs
one and hence it shows clear scale economics. Fees of world exchanges are well aligned on a logarithmic scale
and BVM fees fall clearly below such line. Adding CVM transaction fees of 0.20%, the total of exchange plus post
trade transactions fees results of 0.30% and still lies below the line of peers.
Given that BVM is a public institution, financed by the Mozambican Government, it is not perceived by market
participants as a truly independent institutions, advocating for the development of capital markets.

j)

Exchange organization and resources. No clear risk management function and framework.

The size of BVM staff is aligned with its structure, based on comparables. BVM and CVM jointly have 42 full-time
employees which is broadly in line with small vertically integrated exchanges. For example the Panama stock
exchange employs 40 people and the Zagreb exchange and CSD collectively have 50 people. The organization
chart is not very different from that of small and medium exchanges covering basic functions including technology,
operations, legal, post trade and general and administrative areas. BVM staffing is broadly enough to cover basic
functions of The Exchange and CSD. The technology, operations, legal, post trade and general and administrative
areas each count with dedicated, trained human resources. The Exchange has staff responsible for internal control
and internal audit functions and it is important that resources, responsibilities, accountability and enforcement
are be well defined. Notably, there is however no staff responsible for the risk management function. BVM lacks a
clear, documented risk-management framework that includes its risk-tolerance policy, assigns responsibilities and
accountability for risk decisions, and addresses decision making in crises and emergencies. BVM does not maintain a risk committee within its administration body to set and monitor its risk management policy. The Exchange
should create a risk management function and dedicate at least two people to it. Risk managers should have
direct line to The Exchange’s administration council. Also, it is not clear who performs the compliance function.
The Exchange should appoint a compliance officer responsible for observing the information and transparency
policies (see chart 13). The legal department should be articulated with the Compliance function:

13 Source: stock exchanges
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BVM cost structure seems, overall, similar to that of peer exchanges, with staff accounting to around a half of
total costs, systems and communications representing, 10%, occupancy 5%, marketing, promotion and travel 15%,
administrative 10% and others 10%. Technology budget is thin compared to that of small exchanges and shall be
increased in the future. Organization and compensation seem, thus, aligned with international peers (chart 14):

Chart 18. Expenses Composition14
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Key issues in the assessment if BVM and CVM against CPSS IOSCO Principles for Financial Markets Infrastructures (PFMI) - Risk management – General business risk – Operational risk – Communication standards.

BVM and CVM should observe CPMI IOSCO Principles for Financial Markets Infrastructures on risk management.
Participant-default rules and procedures are partially observed (Principle 13) as enforceability of default rules
have not been tested in reality as there was yet no default by any market participant. There is no Risk Committee
to set the risk management policies, as prescribed by Principles 2 and 3.
In Annex 2, a more detailed analysis of IOSCO principles is presented.

14 Source: stock exchanges
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VI. SME MARKET
SMEs need external resources to list on public markets

Lack of knowledge about markets and low commissions making SMEs unprofitable for investment banks and
brokers deter SMEs from entering the market.

Inadequate main market-like model to accommodate the needs of SMEs. Lack of suitable products attractive to SMEs and
guarantor.

The current product offering does not accommodate the financing needs of SMEs. External guarantees on SME’s
credit and new short term products to finance working capital requirements should be implemented to develop
the market.

Lack of a SME Advisory Board

An external advisory group would help with investor education as well as promoting exchange participation of
SMEs.

Lack of incentives for intermediaries.

Its small size and impossibility to trade OTC make SMEs unattractive for brokers. Higher mark ups could spark
broker interest in offering SME securities.

Lack of tax incentives for investors.

Tax advantages for SME investing should be offered to lower the financing cost of SMEs and increase investor
interest.
Small and medium enterprises (SME) constitute a very important segment of the economy in Mozambique. Like in
most emerging economies around the world the SME sector in Mozambique is the main driving force behind job
growth in the country’s economy. The development of the country is linked to the strengthening and enhancement
of the Private Sector where SMEs play an important role.
The growth of SME in services, agriculture, construction and other sectors has been considered as the engine
growth of the Mozambican economy. Sustainable growth and the increase of SME competitiveness will provide the
environment for investment and employment. In Emerging Markets, SMEs contribute up to 45% of total employment and up to 33 percent of national income (GDP). Most of the growth in Mozambique and African economies is
due to a boom in SMEs. Today SMEs create around 80% of the employment in the African region. In Mozambique
in particular, in 2012, the SME sector accounted for 42.8% of employment, which is below the rest of Africa, and
has been growing at 7% per year. However growth is constrained by lack of access to affordable capital, excessive
bureaucracy and a poor business climate - the world bank, ease of doing business in, ranked Mozambique 137 out
of 190 in 2017. In this line, the creation of a market for SMEs to raise capital and finance their short and long term
financing needs in the country could provide significant benefits to the sector.

a)

SMEs need external resources to list on public markets
Mozambican SMEs lack the financial and human resources to list on public markets on their own. An initial
public offering would set back tens of million meticales in investment banking costs to the SME. In addition
to the higher regulatory and reporting requirements represent another burden to the SME. Given SMEs size
and lack of profitability of the brokerage activity, investment banks would much rather offer credit to SMEs
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than listing their debt and equity securities on public markets. A general lack of knowledge about the benefits
and possibilities of listing securities in public markets further discourages SME’s activities in public markets.

b)

Inadequate main market-like model to accommodate the needs of SMEs.
The key success factors for SME Market are not necessarily aligned to those of the main board of listing. SME
markets have their own specificities and the experience shows that key success factor for SMEs is the Listing
of SMEs alternative products to facilitate short term financing of SMEs and the support of SMEs by advisory
groups. As a first step, the Exchange can help SMEs by listing products that can meet their short and long
term financing needs. Exchanges in many countries have standardized and listed short term banking products
or over the counter products, like checks, promissory notes and others, significantly reducing the cost of intermediation of these products by forcing the intermediaries (banks, other financial institutions, speculators,
loan sharks) to compete for servicing the SMEs. This transfers the pricing power from financial institutions
and puts it in the hands of SMEs which can then compare among intermediaries and identify who offers the
lowest cost of financing.
Furthermore, the Exchange can also help with SMEs long term financing by listing construction, consumption and other types of trusts that target specific revenues generated by specific projects implemented by
SMEs. These listed trusts can provide several benefits to the investor: total liability protection, higher level
of transparency and tax benefits. Also, it usually provides tax benefits to the issuer in order to motivate their
listing. By listing these SME products the Exchange can bring SMEs closer and get them familiar with the
capital market as a source to meet their financing needs, instead of using the traditional channels, like banks
or non-regulated lenders. This will save money for the SMEs and make them more comfortable and familiar
when contemplating the idea of listing their own equity or debt.

b.1) Lack of suitable products for SME issuers and guarantors
For SME issuers, as equity and standard corporate debt are not usually suitable options, new short term products shall be available to finance their working capital. This type of new products should be designed to ease
or bypass the information, transparency and listing regime applied to large corporations. SMEs should be able
to tap capital markets without the usual requirements of equity and debt securities markets. Also, financing
structures can be designed to provide for the sell in the markets of credit certificates, such as government bills
and promissory notes. Finally a market for asset backed securities may be an alternative for SME financing.
In order to access the Exchange with a privileged transparency and listing regime, SMEs credit should be
backed by an explicit guarantee from the Government, Government agencies, multilateral credit organization or private mutual guarantee corporations. Mutual guarantee corporations may need tax incentives for
backing SME credit.

c)

Lack of a SME Market Advisory Group - The role of SME Market in capital formation
The SME market Advisory Group is an external committee of senior executives across the local community,
including SMEs, Brokers, Advisers, government officials and Market Makers.

OBJECTIVES

The Group’s main focus is to provide input and advice into all matters affecting the operation, regulation, requirements to graduate to the main market and corporate governance, with the objective of enhancing the attractiveness, improve access to more sophisticated skill-sets, widen access to a more diversified capital pool, building a
good reputation and oversee the strategic development of the second brand market for SMEs. The group should
aim at promoting low cost and accessibility to legal, technical and managerial know how to issuers, including
training programs, tutorship models as well as conferences or meetings where SMEs are introduced and exposed
to investors or experts from different areas on a regular basis and other entrepreneurs where they can share their
experiences. It should also be “capital neutral” to any financing opportunity, providing access to Private Equity
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and Venture Capital funds, debt products, etc. Besides focusing in maintaining a good reputation and operation,
the advisory group should be able to build an ecosystem around the SME market companies, making them able to
interact with: Investors, Advisors, Public Companies, institutional investors, government officials and institutions,
industry experts, influencers, business schools and other entrepreneurs (see chart 15):

Chart 15. SMEs Market Advisory Group

Investors

Advisors

Business Schools

Influencers

Industry experts

SMEs

Government Officials
and Institutions
Public Companies

Entrepreneurs

In summary, the advisory board should veil for the improvement of SMEs access to more sophisticated skill-sets,
network and a diversified capital pool in order to accelerate growth opportunities. The Group should meet on a
regular basis at least a minimum of four times per year.

d) Lack of incentives for intermediaries
For intermediaries, the SME market has very little attractiveness as it represents an insignificant revenue opportunity. With brokerage commissions capped, transaction revenues shall be limited. In addition, SME markets
usually show low turnover ratios and offer restricted hedging opportunities. Hence the segment remains as a
matter of fact broadly uncovered. Moreover, SMEs may be captive clients of the commercial banking unit and
banks hence find no need in guiding them to tap the capital markets. A successful SME market should then
address the need to represent an attractive revenue opportunity for intermediaries. Higher margins should
therefore be assumed for the SME segment and possibly also privileges should be extended to intermediaries
engaged in the market making activity. Intermediaries should be allowed to apply mark-ups in the trading
for them to commit liquidity..
e)

Lack of tax incentives for investors
For investors, as seen in the dedicated paragraph above, tax advantages should be extended to improve the
attractiveness of SME securities. Also, the retail clients shall receive education and support to encourage
investment in the segment.

f)

Concluding remarks: SME unconventional products as an alternative and to attract intermediation and
educate customers
As a result, BVM should start listing SMEs’ alternative products that can provide short term and long term
financing to SMEs like guaranteed checks, guaranteed promissory notes, in order, not only to reduce the cost
of their financial needs but also get them familiar with the capital market as an alternative source to the more
traditional banking sector that they use today. As we mention in the key factors section, this will make them
more comfortable dealing with The Exchange and better prepared to list their equity and debt when the size
or cost of their financing will require it. Furthermore, the listing of short term financing products for SMEs
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bears a lower reputational risk than listing their equity or debt, which should be deferred to a second phase
once the exchange has developed a fluent relationship with the SMEs. Once the SMEs are already using the
exchange to fulfill their short term financing and the exchange is prepared to deal with the reputational risk
that the business bears and has a deep screening process that can detect or mitigate any fraud. Additionally,
SMEs short term financing products should be priced at higher commission rates making them an attractive
source of revenue for intermediation and attract new brokers (see Table 3):

Table 3. SMEs in African exchanges
⁰
Country

Board

South Africa

Atlx - Alternative Stock
exchange for SMEs

N of
Main Description
Listed
Company
It offers a Designated Advisor (DA) that guide the company
63*
through listing process.

Source
https://www.jse.co.za/capital/altx

Nigeria

Alternative Securities
Market (ASeM)

9

Specialized board for emerging enterprises, with less
stringent listing rules and requirements in line with regulatory
requirement

Mauritius

Development &
Enterprise Market
(DEM)

50

Lower disclosure requirements, lower listing costs and lower
ongoing compliance costs

Kenya

Growth Enterprise
Market Segment
(GEMS)

4

Zimbabwe

-

-

Namibia

Development Capital
Board (DEVx)

5

Botswana

Venture Capital Board

8

Dedicated to Start up ventures, has less stringent
requirements

http://www.bse.co.bw/guidelines_to_list
ing/conditions_to_meet.php &
http://www.bse.co.bw/listed_companie
s/venture_capital_companies.php

0

SME platform acts as a second tier listing alternative to the
main stock exchange, characterized by lower listing
requirements and costs to list than the main board. Also
appoints a Designated Advisor (DA) and provides a
compulsory education programme for executvies and non
executives.

http://www.luse.co.zm/?p=893

0

Less stringent criteria: no minimum autohorized issued,
financial statement of 1 year old or less, among others.

https://www.use.or.ug/content/require
ments-listing-use

Les stringent requirements: minimum subscribed share
capital and at least 20% on issued capital, among others
-

http://mse.co.mw/index.php?route=cou
nter/alt/admit
-

Zambia

Uganda
Malawi
Rwanda

Alternative Investment
Market (Alt-M)
Growth Enterprises
Market Segment
(GEMS)
Alternative Capital
market (ALTx)
-

0
-

http://www.nigerianstockexchange.com
/Issuers-section/listed-securities/listedcompanies?filter=ASEM
http://www.stockexchangeofmauritius.c
om/faqs-listingon-dem &
http://www.stockexchangeofmauritius.c
om/dem-listedcompanies

Provides favorable listing requirements, admit companies that
https://www.nse.co.ke/listedhave been in operation for only a year, .it does not impose a
companies/listing-rules.html
requirement for having turned a profit.
http://www.financialgazette.co.zw/zimb
Give up proposal on developing SMEs, as considering
abwe-stock-exchange-dream-for-smesnot appropaite according to SMEs business environment
unlikely/
Listings of companies that do not comply with all requirements
set to Main Board. The purpose is specifically to new
http://nsx.com.na/?page_id=21
ventures/businesses that do not have an adequate track
&http://nsx.com.na/wprecord (Such companies should have fully researched
content/uploads/2013/10/17.04-27projects and at least 10% of the capital raised must be
January-2017.pdf
provided by management)

* this number correspond to the year 2012.
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VII. SWOT ANALYSIS
We conclude the Diagnosis (PART A) with a SWOT analysis of BVM’s operations.
STRENGTHS:

Overall we believe BVM’s platform to pursue its mission as an exchange is supported by:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Being a vertically integrated entity offering services all along the trade cycle, including execution, clearing
and settlement, brings several efficiencies. It facilitates straight through processing reducing operational risks,
and integrates customer services simplifying processes.
Counting on a regulatory framework that requires exchange trading of listed issues and somewhat rewards
exchange listings.
Counting on regulatory framework that requires assets to be held under the end investor name, which brings
multiple benefits.
Operating under a defined legal and regulatory framework for the activity.
Having basic infrastructure, know-how and operational capabilities in place as per our comprehensive benchmark.
Counting on Government suppo.

WEAKNESSES:

Among weaknesses we identify BVM’s:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of financial flexibility and reliance on Government subsidy to support its activities.
Inability to raise exchange fees as they are set in the law.
Reliance on banks as the only type of participants in the market.
Small incentives for market participants to sell more due to cap on commissions.
Low visibility and awareness.
Insufficient structure of financial safeguards in place.
Weak corporate governance practices.
Lack of a Central Securities Depository.

OPPORTUNITIES:

One can identify BVM’s opportunities to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To raise visibility of The Exchange
To expand financial literacy through education
To expand product mix
To expand the investor base.
To add new types of participants
To remove frictions such as legal caps on fees and commissions
To strengthen corporate governance raising investors’ confidence.
To improve execution and post trade infrastructure to strengthen safety and security.

THREATS:

We believe threats are:
•
•
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Macroeconomic conditions drying out market liquidity.
The insolvency of any banking participant that could result in a traumatic default where some investors lose
money damaging The Exchange’s reputation.
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PART B. STRATEGIC PLAN
I. Overview
In PART B, and based on the Diagnosis in PART A, we puts forth a series of initiatives for BVM 5Y Strategic Plan.
The proposed Strategic Plan initiatives are aimed at accelerating capital market growth with a focus to broaden
market access for SME’s and households. Chart 16 summarizes the framework for BVM’s Strategic Plan. It addresses
BVM strategic pillars of strengthening BVM structure, building capacity, raising awareness, positioning, improving
legal and regulatory structures and attracting SMEs.

Chart 20: BVM Strategic Plan Initiatives Snap

Then, to address every issue or factor inhibiting growth, an associated initiative is presented. Initiatives address
different aspects including market structure, practices at the BVM, regulations, taxes and Government policy.
BVM can act immediately, for some of future initiatives, while for others it would need regulatory approval and
Government action. Each associated initiative is described below in the report.
Some of the initiatives might be accomplished in the short run while other would need more time as they require
longer set up periods and/or legal and regulatory approvals. In Chart 17 we locate each initiative according to its
timeframe and expected impact. Short run initiatives of high impact would be “Quick Wins”, while those of moderate expected impact are still relevant due to political and compliance reasons. Similarly, long term initiatives are
regarded eithers as fundamental or strategic based on their profile.
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Chart 21. Timeframe and expected impact of the proposed initiatives

By following these initiatives, BVM would be able to reach the following set of targets:
a.

Boost equity issuance to reach market cap to GDP of 21% by 2021

Chart 22. Target market cap to GDP

This seven-fold growth in market capitalization could easily be achieved just by comparing Mozambique to similarly
developed countries in the region. Mozambique’s improved business perception (relative to its peers) coupled
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with the proposed reforms would allow Mozambique to reach the aforementioned target. The listing of only a few
of the largest SOEs would more than double the current Market Cap to GDP ratio..

b.

Boost liquidity in secondary markets to reach a turnover velocity of 8% by 2021

Chart 23. Target turnover velocitya

Turnover velocity in Mozambique is well below peers. New trading systems as well as increased availability of
market information and investor interest would increase velocity.

c.

Reach US$ 300 mn in annual equity volume as a result

Chart 24. Target equity volume and revenues
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With the aforementioned changes and conservative growth expectations, BVM could reach US$300 mn in traded
equity volume per year.

d.

Boost Government issuance to reach 10% of the GDP by 2021

Chart 25. Target listed Government debt to GDP ratio

As exchange trading grows, fueling investor appetite, Mozambique’s Government could issue bonds and other
debt securities listed and traded at BVM to finance its deficit. This path was taken not only by other developed
and developing markets, but also by neighboring countries such as Zambia.
Investors (including local pension funds) would seek the to invest in the low risk Government debt, while the Mozambican Government would lower the cost of its financing, further fueling the shift towards bond issuance over
other forms of financing. The issuance of debt securities would also create a local benchmark interest rate which
would also be used to price other securities as well as increase the volume of data distributed by BVM and fuel
interest from international investors seeking to invest in frontier and emerging markets..
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e.

Bring $250m in addressable financings per annum for SMEs

Chart 26. Addressable financings for SMEs

SMEs could list promissory notes at BVM instead of using more expensive bank loans to finance themselves. Firms
could also trade promissory notes at the exchange to diminish their working capital requirements.

f.

Expand the number of households with open brokerage accounts by 15x

Chart 27. Target population with brokerage accounts

Mozambique’s growing banking penetration has not resulted in an increase number of brokerage accounts. As
investors access more information about investing in local capital markets and brokerages see the increased revenue potential, there will be an interest from both parties to increase the number of brokerage accounts. Providing
tax incentives for investors will further increase interest in investing, particularly from corporate and institutional
investors.
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II. Initiatives
We structure the strategic plan based on four basic pillars:
a.

Structure & Capacity Building Initiatives

b.

Awareness, Communications & Positioning Initiatives

c.

Legal & Regulatory Initiatives

d.

SME Market Initiativess

We then present several “Quick Wins” for BVM that will act as a Launchpad for the strategic initiatives, based in
the pillars of the Strategic Plan.
We present below a description of the proposed initiatives, which have been modelled based on actual experience in other markets which faced some of same issues faced by BVM. In all cases we provide an overview of the
experience in the examples, describe their main aspects, provide the rationale, assess their impact on the market,
identify key success factors and enumerate the requirements in terms of approvals, technical requirements, timing
and implementation costs.
The initiatives for the 5 Year Strategic Plan focus on specific actions for each of the pillars of the strategic plan:

II.A. STRUCTURE AND CAPACITY BUILDING INITIA
Table 4: Summary of structure and capacity building initiatives
Initiative

Objective

Involved Parties

Implementation
Costs

1

Remove or increase price
limits in order entry

Resuscitate trading in securities without operated
volumes.

BVM

No cost

3 months

2

Acquire new trading technology with new functionalities

Increase trade processing capabilities, add
functionalities, and decrease running costs and
operational risks.

BVM, third party
technology provider

$0.5 Mn

2 years

3

Set up a business continuity plan

Enable operations to continue with minimal
disruptions; comply with SEC rule 17-f and IOSCO’s Principle 17, enabling foreign institutions to
invest at BVM.

BVM, third party
technology provider

$50K

3 years

4

Promote the creation of
a settlement guarantee
fund

Provide safeguards for investors transacting
at BVM, particularly in cases of counterparty
insolvency.

BVM

$30k contribution
by BVM

2 years

5

Create independent risk
management, compliance
and audit functions

Establish a clear risk management and audit
frameworks supported by dedicated staff.

BVM

Increased headcount costs up to
$200K p.a.

1 year

6

Implement Straight
Through Processing
(STP) in settlement removing human intervention

Remove human intervention to enable simultaneity of the processing of the cash and securities
leg (DvP) to reduce operational risks.

BVM

$100k

1 year

7

Train and develop internal
human resources

Ensure that the staff is properly trained in new
technologies, products and regulations. International best practices (such as IOSCO principles)
can serve as a guideline for structural change.

BVM

20k – 50k p.a.

Timeframe

5 years
(ongoing)
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1.

Remove or increase price limits in order entry

Description: traders are prohibited from introducing of orders at prices beyond the maximum variation limit. In

cases were listed securities don’t have traded volumes for several days in a row, reference prices become stale and
traders can’t introduce new orders outside of the maximum variation limit even if there have been events warranting significant price changes. For the cases when the call auction price would be set outside the price variation
range we recommend the arrangement of a second call auction session without limits in order to set a new price.
Rationale: Several listed securities (both stocks and bonds) are not traded for technical reasons relating to price
limits, and if a security doesn’t trade for a long time, there are high chances that it won’t be able to trade again.
For listed bonds, recent changes in interest rates (which climbed abruptly from 10% to 27% on government securities –OTs-) have made it impossible to trade off-the-run issues given that prices would have to fall by more
than 5% to match yields with those of on-the-run securities. For equity shares, changes in valuations could also
hinder trading activity (e.g.: if Hidrocarbonetos de Mozambique discovered a massive reservoir of oil, its valuation
would likely increase by more than the 15% limit almost overnight, which would render the shares unavailable for
trading in spite of investor demand).

Pursuant to Annex A of the Regulamento N.º4/GPCABVM/2014 on Exchange Sessions, Trading and Transactions,
the maximum variation limit is set at 5% in the case of fixed income securities and at 15% in the case of stocks. In
addition, Article 17, paragraph 3 prohibits the introduction of orders beyond the maximum variation limit. Similarly,
Article 17 prohibits the registration of privately negotiated executions at prices outside the range. As many listed
issues on BVM are volatile, illiquid and prone to experience large discrete price changes.
It turns out that trading in many listed issues have been abandoned by market participants as the theoretical
price at which they would now be traded based on current market conditions falls beyond the variation range. For
example, one trader at Banco BIM said that several long term issues are not traded any more as models indicate
that their fair value is too far from the last price and the variation limits. This is reducing the investable set and
inhibiting trading.
Variation limits and circuit breakers are usual features in other markets, particularly in equity markets. In bond markets, variation limits are present in retail segments only, but not usually in institutional or in inter-dealer segments,
where professionals trader are able to negotiate with higher flexibility. But even there where variation limits are
in place, there are always measures to ensure continuity of the market within hours or days from the suspension
and avoid the closure of the market in the particular instrument. In many markets, where a variation limit is hit,
the trading system automatically calls for an auction that resets the traded price to a new level. In the auction all
participants are allowed to trade, thus maximizing transparency and competition. Under these mechanisms it is
crucial that the orders entered beyond variation limit are not automatically rejected by the trading system. When an
execution outside the range is attempted the system automatically calls for an auction without any variation limit.
Objective: given that trading is conducted via price auctions instead of continuous trading, limits on price variations

are superfluous and significantly hinder liquidity. Removing the limit would also allow several listed securities which
had no completed trades in a long time to appear back on screens and see new transacted volumes. Even though
these measures were put in place to protect retail investors, they end up hurting them, as they might not be able
to exit trade which prevents them from materializing gains and cutting losses. This would also attract new traded
volumes from existing participants without material changes in processes, technologies or products.
Implementation: the initiative can be implemented within three months, including communications to market par-

ticipants and has a negligible cost for BVM. The reconfiguration of the trade parameters is fairly simple and can
be done overnight.

2.

Acquire new trading technology with new functionalities

Description: the expected increases in traded volumes as well as the need to disseminate more market information

and provide adequate market surveillance will mandate that trading technology be updated.
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Rationale: BVM’s current trading systems, while adequate for its current usage, will quickly became inadequate
for the greater volumes traded, new order types and trading protocols. New trading technologies, aligned with
protocols used in exchanges across the world, will not only allow more local investors to participate at BVM but
also facilitate foreign investment in Mozambique’s capital markets. Furthermore, the new technology will not only
reduce running costs (as it won’t have to be continuously patched and upgraded) but will also automate several
processes currently done manually, thus reducing risks.
Objective: trading systems and protocols aligned with those used in other markets will allow BVM to efficiently

process the increased trading volumes these initiatives should bring about, but also signal foreign investors that
BVM is open for foreign inves.
Impact: a new trading platform should allow BVM to reach broader access and higher functionality including:

•

Connectivity to participants through a standard FIX protocol gateway

•

Connection of BVM data feed to vendors and traders through standard protocol FAST

•

New types of orders (including RFQ)

•

Short selling

•

New types of securities

•

The use of brokers’ application programming interfaces (API)

Implementation: following our conversation with BVM staff the initiative should be attainable in two years (given that

there are a few processes to migrate) and fully functional platforms start at $500.000. A technology provider would
provide the trading system while BVM’s staff must be trained in the new technology, with the technology partner
providing support and training throughout the implementation phase. ERDesk can perform an analysis of the.
different technology providers available, including technology and running costs, benefits of each platform and
implementation assistance. Market participants must be notified of planned technology changes well in advance
so that they can adapt their systems and to ensure that there are no disruptions in trading and a seamless platform migration.
As the resources of the exchange are rather limited, the funding of the project would have to be provided by the
Government. In addition to set up period, the time to get Government approvals for the disbursement should be
considered.
A technology provider would provide the trading system while BVM’s staff must be trained in the new technology, with the technology partner providing support and training throughout the implementation phase. ERDesk
can perform an analysis of the different technology providers available, including technology and running costs,
benefits of each platform and implementation assistance. Market participants must be notified of planned technology changes well in advance so that they can adapt their systems and to ensure that there are no disruptions
in trading and a seamless platform migration.

The new trading platform will enable BVM to:
2.1. Add new functionalities to the trading platform
Description: introducing a multi-dealer RFQ could serve both the dealer-to-dealer (D2D) and dealer-to-client (D2C)

segments. Evaluate the introduction of a CLOB in specific products. An RFQ functionality would provide market
participants with means to price and trade thinly traded securities.
Rationale: to accommodate the needs of different market participants, the exchange could add new functionalities

to its trading platforms. For example a multi-dealer RFQ could serve both the dealer-to-dealer (D2D) and deal-
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er-to-client (D2C) segments. An RFQ is a protocol in which platform users may query platform market-makers
(which will firstly need to be introduced in the market) to request prices on an order of a particular size. RFQ
systems range a great deal in terms of whether the quote requester or quote receiver reveals its identity; whether
the sign of the order (buy or sell) is revealed; how many and what kind of participants may receive RFQs; and
whether the quotes are executable or indicative. In most fixed income RFQ systems, clients query only dealers and
only in limited numbers. But Dealer-to-Dealer (D2D) communication and trading through RFQs is also possible.
In Mozambique, D2D needs functionality to rebalance their portfolio alternative to call auction. D2C clients will
benefit from multiple quoting dealers while maintaining (optional) pre-trade anonymity of indications of interest.
The introduction of a central limit order book would provide a price reference on a continuous basis and give a
sense of how order flow looks like at any moment. However, on the other hand, adding complexity to the Mozambican market could potentially fragment it and impact liquidity. Perception is that, at current levels, natural liquidity
is not enough to feed and support successful order book. This is why, if a CLOB is introduced, BVM should secure
commitment from liquidity providers to supplement the natural liquidity in the market. A CLOB, if implemented,
should only serve a narrow group of liquid securities.
Objective: the goal is to increase liquidity by securing pre-trade anonymity. The introduction of an RFQ hence

seeks to tackle the issue of bringing new functionality to the execution mechanism the different needs of traders. The Dealer-to-Dealer segments needs functionality to rebalance their portfolio alternative to call auction.
Dealer-to-Client customers will benefit from multiple quoting dealers while maintaining pre-trade anonymity of
indications of interest.
Impact: an RFQ may attract some of the volumes in the bilateral segment and bring new trading from current and

new market participants.
Implementation: an RFQ may attract some of the volumes of the Registo and bring new trading. The initiative should
be attainable within the timeframe of the technology upgrade at a cost in the $85.000 to $150.000 range if it’s
commissioned together with the trading platform.

2.2. Adopt a standard FIX/FAST Gateway to facilitate access. Strengthen remote access with DMA in new
platform
Description: FIX and FAST Gateways provide standardize data frameworks that would allow BVM to efficiently and
easily connect with market participants around the world and disseminate data using standard protocols used
globally. Work with intermediaries to offer DMA in new platform.
Rationale: the exchange should introduce a trading gateway under the standard FIX protocol and provide market

data under the standard FAST protocol.
Objective: the initiative aims at improving accessibility to the market and its information with the objective of

bringing more buy side and sell side participants.
Implementation: The initiative should be attainable in two years at a cost in the $90.000 to $150.000 range.

3.

Set up a business continuity plan

Description: the exchange should prepare a business continuity plan and maintain a disaster recovery site and

protocol to comply with CPSS IOSCO’s Principle 17.
Rationale: by complying with international best practices, CVM secures eligibility as infrastructure provider for

foreign funds, particularly US funds, to invest in Mozambique.
Objective: setting up business continuity plan would enable BVM to continue with its operations with minimal dis-
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ruption in cases where its main server are unavailable (as well as preparing for other contingencies). This would
not only benefit BVM, but also its members who would be able to conduct trades in a more robust environment.
This would also help bring in new traded volumes from other countries as well as potential new market participants.
Implementation: the initiative should be attainable within three years at a cost of $50,000 primarily related to de-

signing and testing the plan and adding new back up servers.

4.

Promote the creation of a settlement guarantee fund

Description: create a settlement guarantee fund to strengthen safeguards. The fund should be created with contri-

butions from the exchange and participants. The settlement guarantee fund shall be used in case of a participant’s
default. Initially the fund could be of US$100,000.
Rationale: settlement guarantee funds would provide safeguards for investors transacting at BVM, particularly in

cases of counterparty insolvency. A settlement guarantee provides further assurance that trades would be honored. Investors would be more willing to trade at BVM if they had assurances that the financial risk of the operation
is not dependent on the counterparty’s credit risk. Today the market works with pre-funding and pre-release of
trades, but if settlements cannot be done, trades are cancelled. Another case would be if a trade is reversed by a
judge amid an insolvency case.
In spite of all current trading members being banks, there have been problems with banks failing to meet capital
requirements (like the cases of NossoBanco and MozaBanco), which means there is still a counterparty default
risk. Transactions levies on trades to fund the guarantee fund would minimally increase trading costs, but this
could be mitigated offering investors an alternative between guaranteed trades and those without guarantees.
Examples: JSE has a settlement guarantee fund backing operations. As BVM, JSE has no CCP clearing.
Key elements:

•

Legal structure: they should be trusts or other kind of entities separate from BVM.

•

Governance should include representatives from the exchange and participating entities.

•

Funds rules should be clearly determine when and how it will be used.

•

The funds’ size should be enough to cover obligations under extreme but plausible market conditions.

•

A framework to determine contributions to the funds should be explicitly defined.

•

The process of replenishment of funds must be determined.

Implementation: the settlement fund amount could initially be established within two years at around $100.000, of
which up to 30% would be contributed by the exchange.

5.

Create independent risk management, compliance and audit functions

Although we see the denationalization and the listing of the exchange as a fundamental step to accelerate the
changes proposed in the strategic plan and to enable achievement of the highest standards of corporate governance, we do not see in the short run that the government´s political will is in place to implement it. Although not
among our recommendations for the near future we think that this process should be in BVM’s political agenda in
order to be able to accomplish it in the long run.
Structure: BVM headcount is broadly enough to cover basic functions of the exchange and CSD. BVM and CVM

jointly have 42 full-time employees, which is broadly in line with small vertically integrated exchanges. For example
the Panama stock exchange employs 40 people and the Zagreb exchange and CSD collectively have 50 people.
The organizational chart is not very different from that of small and medium exchanges covering basic functions,
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including technology, operations, legal, post trade and general and administrative areas. The technology, operations, legal, post trade and general and administrative areas each count with dedicated, trained staff. However,
some key functions, recommended by international standards, are not been performed:
•

Internal Audit: the exchange has staff responsible for the internal control function and it is important that

resources, responsibilities, accountability and enforcement are well defined. However, the exchange is not
performing recurrent internal audits.
•

Risk Management: BVM lacks a clear, documented risk-management framework that includes its risk-tolerance

policy, assigns responsibilities and accountability for risk decisions, and addresses decision making in crises
and emergencies. BVM does not maintain a risk committee within its administration body to set and monitor
its risk management policy. There is no staff responsible for the risk management function. The Exchange
should create a risk management function and dedicate at least two people to it. Risk managers should have
direct line to the Exchange’s administration council. Also, it is not clear who performs the compliance function.
•

Compliance: the exchange should appoint a compliance officer responsible for observing the compliance with

information and transparency policies.
•

External Audit: currently BVM is not subject to external audits. SEC Rule 17f-7 requires that an Eligible Securities

Depository “is subject to periodic examination by regulatory authorities or independent accountants.” Hence
CVM is not compliant with rule 17f-7.
•

Disclosure of Financial Statements: BVM does not disclose financial statements. It should disclose its financial

statements so that participants and investors can perform a complete assessment of the risks.
•

Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery: BVM has no contingency plan. It should design, maintain and test a

business continuity and disaster recovery plan.

Initiative Description: BVM should establish a clear risk-management framework that sets its risk- tolerance policy,

assigns responsibilities and accountability for risk decisions, and addresses decision making in crises and emergencies. Risk-management personnel should have sufficient independence, authority, resources, and access to the
board to ensure that the operations are consistent with the risk-management framework set by the board. This
new functions, coupled with the proposed restructuring of the legal department detailed below (5.a) are the only
current operational structure changes that we propose changing at the moment. We see no need to restructure
other departments as they are internally structured by skill set and require those internal structures to operate
seamlessly. This is the case of the IT departments, which is usually divided between those in charge of infrastructure and hardware and those in charge of software and programming, but they usually interact on projects and
oversight must be conducted by a single person to ensure that mission-critical processes are maintained and
problems are resolved as fast and efficiently as possible, integrating all available resources. The current human
resources are also sufficient both in number and in experience to undertake current operations and the changes
proposed in this report.
Rationale: market participants would be more willing to conduct more business through BVM if they had some

assurances that risk controls are being implemented and monitored..
Objective: the risk committee would provide BVM with a framework for dealing with the increased risks from the

expanded functions and volumes handled by the exchange. By maintaining sound, independent risk management,
audit and compliance functions and commissioning periodic external audits, the exchange and CSD would become
eligible to foreign investors and local branches of foreign banks under the global regulatory framework.
Implementation: the CVM should appoint a risk manager that would be supported by both existing and new dedi-

cated staff. The other new functions can be covered by hiring dedicated staff (3 to 5 FTE). The cost would include
employees’ compensation and additional expenses to reach $200k. Regular fares would be needed to cover
external audit expenses. The initiative can be implemented within one year.
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5.1. Restructure Legal Department
Description: the Legal department currently has 2 employees, taking care of all of BVM’s legal matters, both internal

and external. The department should add one or two more employees and be subdivided in two sectors to deal
with internal and external legal matters, separately.
Rationale: the legal department currently deals with issues pertaining to BVM’s relation with its clients and those

that deal with its regulators. By separating the functions, employees will not only become more specialized in
their functions (due to the differing nature of the regulations pertaining to each) but will also be able to maintain
tighter connections with external parties, boosting communication and facilitating organizational change that
would boost BVM’s volumes.
Objective: by having a sector dedicated to dealing with regulators, BVM would be able to have a more defined

presence with regulators when deciding on policy/regulatory changes, as well keep.
Implementation: the initiative can be undertaken with the current resources and could be implemented within one year.

6.

Implement straight through processing (STP) in settlement removing human intervention

Description: implement full automation of the settlement process.
Rationale: adopt the global standard practice in securities settlement simultaneous DvP to remove risk. Currently

the Bank of Mozambique is manually processing payment orders relating to exchange operations, which has a
significant operational risk and has led to trades being canceled.
Objective: remove human intervention to enable simultaneity of the processing of the cash and securities leg

(DvP). As exchange volumes grow, the manual processing of payment orders will become more cumbersome and
automation will be required to reduce risks.
Implementation: system changes should be to be implemented in one year and can be implemented along with
new trading system for further $100k.

7.

Train and develop internal human resources

Description: Ensure that BVM’s human resources properly trained to perform their functions and trained in the latest

technologies, regulations, products and techniques. Changes in technologies, processes, new products and new
ways of doing business will mandate that employees be trained and kept up-to-date on the latest technologies
and capabilities required to continue and expand BVM’s transformation as the market develops.
Rationale: given the highly specific and changing tasks performed by the exchange, personnel will have to be trained

to ensure that they have skillset required to implement the changes in the strategic plan, as well as continuing
to develop the exchange. New trading technologies will require that the technical staff be training be trained in
the necessary software packages and programming protocols (part of the training in the new trading technology
would be provided by the technology provider).
New products and market participants and changes in regulations will require the legal department to stay on top
of these changes and learn from international best-practices. Representatives from the legal department should
keep up-to-date with IOSCO principles to lead on the reform agenda. They should be kept posted on regulatory
trends in the region and around the world, including anti money laundering practices, investor protection, capital
requirement framework, reporting requirements and compliance. They should be able to identify the elements that
promote market integrity, safety and security. They should also be trained on corporate governance standards.
Markets and administration will also have to be aware of new products and their inner workings and risk management practices.
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Objective: to ensure that BVM can implement the strategic plan and continue fostering its growth, the company’s

human resources have to be continually trained to ensure that they are on top of the latest trends in the market,
as well as learning new ideas that could be implemented in Mozambique.
Implementation: the HR department should coordinate with the heads of other departments to survey the training
needs of their staff. International best practices such as IOSCO Principles are also a good guideline for driving
structural change at BVM. Some specific training of employees will be dictated by new technologies implemented
(new trading system, new connectivity options, etc.) and training will be provided by technology vendors or the
needs from deciding on a certain technology to implement new business process will call for BVM to train internal
resources or to hire an outside vendor to complete certain one-time projects (such as establishing data links with
outside databases or connecting with new market participants). Top management at BVM should also receive
management and/or sales courses to strengthen their soft-skills. The heads of each department will also have to
assess what technical skills their teams lack as new projects emerge and communicate to HR their training needs.
This is an ongoing initiative to be developed over the five year period.

II.B AWARENESS, COMMUNICATIONS AND POSITIONING INITIATIVES
Table 5: Summary of awareness, communications and positioning initiatives
Implementation
Costs

Initiative

Objective

Involved Parties

8

Expand the financial education program

Increase awareness from regulators, government agencies, market professionals, and even
students and the general public of investment
and financing options available at BVM. Can also
foster courses led by brokers.

BVM, but should
reach out to universities and brokers.

100k p.a.

9

Translate website into
English

Reach out to a wider audience, including international investors.

BVM

$25K

10

Recruit market data vendors and create families
of indices

Adopt FIX/FAST protocols, develop stock and
bond indices to increase exposure and recruit
market data vendors to help disseminate data.

BVM

$100K

2 years

11

Promote new independent brokers

Add new trading member categories that would
boost traded volumes. Current regulations are
preventing new independent agents from arising.

BVM - Central
Bank - Ministry of
Finance

A cost-benefit
analysis would
costs from $30K
to $50K

2 years

12

Advocate to raise the
cap on intermediaries’
commissions

The low trading commission cap (given the low
traded volumes) are making the brokerage activity unprofitable and disincentivizing banks from
growing the market. By raising the cap, intermediaries would have incentives boost liquidity.

BVM - Central
Bank

A cost-benefit
analysis would
costs from $30K
to $50K.

1 - 2 years

13

Advocate for the listing
of PPPs and other large
projects

Convey the role of BVM in economic development
and bring large projects adding to BVM market
capitalization.

BVM - Ministry of
Finance

Not significant

1 – 2 years

8.

Timeframe
5 years
(ongoing)

1 year

Expand the financial education program

Description: expand financial education programs adding courses, content and virtual simulators on a regular or

recurrent basis. Raise market awareness of BVM and its products among local investors and the general public by
embarking in several educational and promotional initiatives. Initiatives should include courses, content creation,
competitions and virtual simulators:
•
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Agree with a local University to create a joint program in financial markets. The exchange would provide materials and feature practitioners in classrooms. The University would bring its academic staff to the program,
would make its facilities available and will certify the degree. Example: Instituto BME (Spain), Rofex-UNR MSc
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Finance and IAMC-UBA graduate program (Argentina).
•

Design a Virtual Investment Challenge: educational program aimed at introducing high school learners and
university students to the world of finance. In the Challenge teams of students learn financial and market
concepts and test what they learned in practice. Attendants will get the opportunity to experience the real
market, develop their knowledge of the stock market, test their investment strategies and track a portfolio.
Each school forms its team and participates in a competition aimed at achieving the highest return on investments. A program like this could be extended to universities and colleges. Example: Desafio BM&FBOVESPA
and JSE Investment Challenge

•

Investment education through curriculum at schools to promote the financial literacy of the youth. Example
JSE.

•

Stock market simulators, allow participants to simulate trades at s platform. The program is more suitable
after implementing continuous Even with the current trading technology, this could be achieved by using
end-of-day prices and not allow for day trading, as is done with basic trading simulators not sponsored by
exchanges nor brokers. BM&FBovespa’s “FolhaInvest”.

•

Offer self-paced learning modules on the exchanges website, enabling participants to learn progressively,
from basic to intermediate and advanced levels.

Impact: Mozambique has the opportunity to increase the number of investors by 15x to reach an equivalent of

0.3% of the population, using conservative market assumptions. Stock simulation games not only allow potential
investors to analyze stock-market investments, but it would also create a new generation of potential investors
(particularly through virtual stock trading games) which would also encourage more firms to list products on BVM
as appetite for investments grows.
Implementation: this ongoing initiative shall be maintained on a permanent basis during the length of the five year
period. It would cost around US$200k p.a. Partnerships with local brokers could help partially cover the costs of
the programs and would help with their dissemination. The cost of joint university program can be partly or fully
recovered with tuition fees. Said courses should be taught by capital markets professionals.

8.1. Foster Training Courses Led by Brokers
Description: organize courses for investors taught by brokers that would teach potential investors how to invest

in listed securities and also how to open an account. Teach individuals and train corporate staff on how to invest,
presenting in the courses all different financial products available to investors, the trading procedures from the
opening of an investor account to the entry of buy or sell orders and the rationale guiding investment decisions.
Rationale: XP Investimentos started offering investment courses taught by their traders (at a very low cost for

participants); 40% of those who completed the course opened a trading account at the broker and started trading.
Courses are offered for general investing as well as more specific courses tailored to specific markets (fixed income,
fundamental analysis, charting, retirement planning, etc.). The courses should be focused on real-life investment
examples that can be performed by the average participant (i.e. small investments in listed stocks and bonds).
Goal: courses should seek commitment from attendants to open an account and start trading and investing.
Outcome: courses must make sure that the attendants:

•

How to open an account to trade BVM listed securities

•

How to trade BVM-listed securities

•

What they can trade at BVM

•

Risk and return profile of the of BVM-listed products: stocks and bonds
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Lecturers: courses should preferably be taught by practitioners from brokers and dealers or at least include some

lectures by such practitioners.
Course offering: available courses would be the ones listed below and described in the annex:

•

Stock exchange products: start investing

•

Trading

•

Personal finance

•

Certifications

Objective: not only will this expand the retail investor base and make the brokerage activity more appealing for

banks, but this would also allow BVM to capture more investors from outside Maputo, expanding the exchange’s
reach into smaller cities and rural areas were banks also have presence. Online courses coupled with stock market
simulators can also be offered to expand the reach.
Implementation: while the cost of implementing the initiative would be borne by the brokers implementing such

training programs, BVM could provide technical assistance to brokers wishing to undertake such programs as
well as assisting them with communication efforts (such as announcing them on BVM’s sire). This can be done
with BVM’s current resources and implemented within 6 months. Course shall be maintained on a regular basis
in the future.

8.2. Increase Education and Awareness Programs Aimed at Government officials and judges
Description: government officials in charge of regulation BVM’s activities have little awareness of its activities and

even fewer knowledge of its needs and challenges in developing Mozambique’s capital markets. Also, officials
at public institutes (such as the IPEME and IGEP) have little knowledge of the available financing options at the
exchange and the requirements for listing and investing. This also limits communication with said officials which
would bring in valuable information to develop new products that the market needs. Judges would also have to
be trained in capital market matters as they will be the ones in charge of ruling in litigation cases and should know
the nuances of capital markets and their effect on the whole economy.
Rationale: due to the fact that BVM lacks a dedicated regulator, those in charge of doing so (notably the Central

Bank and Ministry of Finance) lack specific knowledge of the exchange’s capabilities and needs and therefore
current regulations are often inadequate and BVM is not seen as a significant avenue for financing. Officials at
Government agencies are not fully aware of the benefits of the exchange and are not being used as promoters
of its benefits with their target audiences where BVM has little reach (such as the IPEME with SMEs, particularly
those in the countryside).
Objective: education campaigns aimed at government officials will increase awareness and help BVM in convincing

regulators of changes needed regulations, while those aimed at officials at government agencies will increase
awareness (indirectly) with potential issuers and investors as those officials will act as first point of contact with
the exchange. These interactions with Government officials will also help define and structure new products to
meet the needs of the market. While having fluid communications with regulators is a top priority, BVM should seek
ways to increase information exchange with other market participants (including banks operating at BVM, retail
and institutional investors and heads of businesses and industry associations which could list or operate at BVM).
Implementation: the Institutional Relations and Communications departments should coordinate activities with Gov-

ernment Agencies and Regulators, as well as reaching out to the different department within BVM for comments
and information. Current human resources are sufficient to begin implementation and the directors of all departments should be involved in these activities and they can begin implementing within one month. BVM should also
reach out to trading customers (banks) to see what issues they are facing while trying to develop their brokerage
units, what operational changes are needed, and see what tools they need to do so and how they can align their
communication efforts to broaden the market. To better understand retail investors, online trading forums should
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be monitored and if there are none available their creation should be encouraged (or outright created by BVM)
to evaluate their experience when investing at BVM.
Reaching out to industry associations should also be encouraged, as they provide a vital communications link with
the industry and its members. This would not only help BVM in distributing valuable information, but also to learn
about the specific needs of an industry without having to reach a large number of firms individually.

8.3. Redesign and Create New Brochures to Make Them More Comprehensible to the Target Audience
Description: as actuais brochuras da BVM No são focadas em processos e No são facilmente entendidas por pessoas

com pouca instrução financeira. Para além disso, as brochuras contêm muito pouca informação sobre os benefícios
de obter financiamento ou investimento através da BVM e No estão focadas nas etapas necessárias para fazê-lo.
As informações também devem estar presentes no website da BVM, que deve conter um Portal do Investidor, bem
como um Portal do Emissor, detalhando as etapas necessárias para investir ou cotar na BVM.
Rationale: short, simple and easy to read brochures should be distributed at relevant events and via partners (such

as the IPEME) so that potential investors and companies seeking funding can understand the processes required to
participate in the exchange (as an investor or to secure funding). Currently BVM is seen as a place for large corporations to list their shares and for wealthy investors to invest their sizable fortunes, due to perceived size limitations
as well as the complexity of the processes involved. The current brochures do little to disperse this notions and fail
to explain the processes in a simple manner to individuals with little financial literacy (the brochures don’t have
to contain all the information, they just have to serve as a teaser that bring people in contact with the exchange).
Objective: by detailing the processes in a simple fashion (such as with flow charts) and in plain language, BVM can
engage more potential investors and issuers which would otherwise dismiss the notion because of the perceived
complexity.
Implementation: new brochures would take about two to three months to design and printing costs would be in
the $500 to $1,000 range. Creating the investor portal could take up to three months at a cost of around $5,000..

9.

Translate BVM website into English

Description: translate BVM website and create a new portal with market information, news and resources for inves-

tors in both languages with the aim of increasing the visibility of the stock exchange. BVM should also maintain a
PR and community management function to have an active presence in social media.
Rationale: most internet searches related to investments are done in English. There are also a limited number of

investors globally conducting their business in Portuguese.
Objective: by hosting the site in English (as well as in Portuguese) BVM would reach a much broader and global

audience of potential investors.
Implementation: the cost of building and maintaining the site (which we estimate at $25.000) can be recovered

with advertising on dedicated portal. It can be implemented within one year.

10. Recruit market data vendors and create families of indices
10.1. Facilitate access to market data by adopting standard connectivity protocols
Initiative description: provide a market data feed and access gateway under the standard FAST protocol to broad-

en reach of market data. FAST has become the way the world receives market data. Virtually every major stock
exchange uses FAST to disseminate market data. And virtually all investment bank, alongside the world’s largest
mutual funds, money managers and thousands of smaller investment firms use FAST to receive market data.
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Identifying an exact number of users is impossible, as FAST is a free and open standard, but it is very clear that
the world’s financial community now uses FAST.
Objective: the objective is to facilitate access market data for buy side and sell side.
Impact: accessibility will be available to every trading desk and data disseminator. Today access is somewhat re-

stricted by technology. The potential for new consumers of market data is not bounded by technology.
Implementation: the timeframe for the adoption of the FAST protocol in data communication would correspond to

that on initiative 1 on new technology. The cost, together with the adoption of FIX would be around $80,000, but
this can be greatly reduced when implementing together with the new trading system.

10.2.

Broaden Reach and Content Of Real Time Market Data Through Vendors

Description: add market data and more content through as many vendors as possible.
Rationale: this would raise awareness and visibility and promote transparency to increase participation and activity.
Objective: Tackle the limited visibility of stock exchange by adding market data and content with the lowest delay
as possible through as many channels (or vendors) as possible. Add equity real time imbalance, trade and volume
data through vendors and standard protocols. Also make dealer and broker quotes available through vendors and
BVM’s website. Add screens with banks’ dealer-to-client quotes on global vendors and BVM’s direct data fees.
Add auction imbalance information in real time.

•

Make dealer and broker quotes available through vendors

•

Make sure BVM data is available on the screen of every relevant redistributor:

•

Vendors include:
•

Market data terminals and databases: Thomson Reuters, Bloomberg, FactSet, Interactive Data, SIX Financial Information Telekurs, Activ Financial, Sunguard

•

Networks of brokers: Marco Polo Network, Fidessa, Radianz, Visual Trader

•

Key banks: Standard Bank, Barclay

•

Add trade data in real time

•

Add quotes in real time if a CLOB is introduced

•

Add auction imbalance information in real time

•

Add dealer bank fixed income screens on global vendor

Chart 25: how a dealer quotes screen would look like
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Impact: increase BVM visibility by becoming accessible to hundreds of thousands investors
Implementation: connections to different banks and a market data consolidating would cost $20,000 plus annual
maintenance. Once the exchange has the required systems and standard gateways in place, the cost is moderate
or low. The initiative can be implemented in consecutive phases along the time being the first ones of immediate
implementation.

10.3.

Create a family of benchmark stock and bond indices to raise visibility

Description: create and disseminate a family of stock and bond indices to position Mozambique on the map. Bench-

marks should at a minimum include a composite stock index and an aggregate bond index.
Objective: these indices will also help BVM gain international and local exposure as they are easier for the general

public to understand, can provide a quick overview of the market for local and foreign investors and can easily
be disseminated in news portals as well as by financial information provides (i.e.: Bloomberg, Google Finance,
etc.). Even with small traded volumes as well as few traded securities, the index would still be useful as it would
provide potential investors with information and the index doesn’t measure volumes but prices, so even if the
index remained unchanged investors would not know whether this was due to a lack of operated volumes, trades
performed at the same prices or price increases canceling out price declines.
Rationale: Mozambique is absent from news and financial data portals reporting on African markets (i.e.: Bloomberg,
Thomson, Morningstar, Google Finance, etc.). A family of indexes would increase BVM’s visibility.
Implementation: within 3 months. Basic indices, such as a general index, can be built without much effort and at no
significant cost. A single analyst can be in charge of creating and updating them as new issues are added to BVM,
while the index value will be automatically updated with the new electronic market data.

11. Promote the creation of new independent brokers
Today, brokers are part of banks, which privilege lending over intermediating in the securities market as it is a more
attractive business. The exchange needs independent brokers as its “sales force” in order markets have to promote
the capital market. Exchanges cannot replace or are not prepared to replace the role of the financial advisor. The
new brokerage category will attract new participants that will help promote capital market products in detriment
of banking products. The independent broker category currently in place has virtually the same requirements as
the broker and dealer categories and the central bank is not approving new members due to cumbersome processes and regulatory requirements.
Description: reformulate membership categories requiring brokerage units to be incorporated as dedicated entities
themselves and creating a trading member category, which would act as an independent sales agent or financial
advisor (a simplified broker) which would operate via a single broker (barring them from operating with more
than one broker).
Examples: India (NSE), Germany (DB1) and Argentina (Merval) are among the many other markets that have trading
members. In Argentina the number of brokers increased by 80% and trading volumes in hard currency increased
300% and the turnover velocity increased by160% by the time new capital market law became effective in 2013.
Impact: Trading members’ activity could represent 25% of the market in the next years. Combined with other

measures it could add 2% in equity turnover velocity by 2021.
Rationale: pursuant to Article 4 of the Law on Credit Institutions (1999), banks are allowed to participate directly in
the market as intermediaries both on behalf of their clients and for its proprietary accounts. They are not required
to set up dedicated brokerage entities separate from the banking business. This poses risks to the markets as
credit risk is based on the banking business beyond the brokerage business. Requiring participants to incorporate
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dedicated entities for their brokerage business would isolate and limit the credit risk of the brokerage business
from that of the banking/credit business.
The exchange currently has brokers performing all clearing functions for their clients’ trades. It also has dealers
who perform all clearing functions for their clients’ and their own trades. There is no kind of execution-only membership category without the duty of processing and clearing trades.
Both capital and operational requirements for execution-only participants are lower than for clearing members
and thus, more participation is promoted. The introduction of execution only members brings the opportunity to
diversify the participant base.
The benefits of having a trading member category can be summarized as follows:
•

Possibility to intermediate for motivated independent brokers who lack enough capital or operational capacity
to act as a clearing member

•

Opportunity to expand the exchange’s “sales force”, which is the sell-side

•

Overcome conflict of interests at banks

•

Mitigate credit risk by isolating the brokerage function

•

Gain efficiencies in post-trading by concentrating in clearing members with scalea

11.1. Clearing Member
Function: Clearing Members act in the clearing and settlement of securities. Clearing Members can:

•
•
•
•
•

perform all functions of Trading Members,
receive payments from clients or making payments to clients,
receive, deliver or transfer securities,
carry out custody of securities nor customer funds,
directly clear and settle funds or securities, either from their own portfolio or clients’.

Two Clearing Members categories can be created, General Clearing members and Individual Clearing members
depending on whether it processes clearing of trades of other (Trading) members or just clears trades of own
clients of proprietary trades.
Organization: a Clearing Member should be incorporated as a dedicated entity. Its board of directors and its man-

agement should be comprised of suitable people avoiding conflicts of interest. We believe its basic structure should
be comprised of around 10 people: one director, one trader, one Back Office& Claims clerk, one salesman, one Compliance Officer, one Risk Manager, one head of operations, a legal counsel and Finance and Administrative officer.
Capital Requirements: following BIS-IOSCO’s framework, the capital required shall be equivalent to the sum of six
months of operating costs in order to be able to unwind operations in an orderly manner plus the equivalent to
15% of revenues to cover operational and legal, the amount dedicated to a settlement guarantee fund plus its
maximum credit exposure over one year times Basel III risk weighted adjustment factor times Tier II capital ratio.
They should also hold collateral amounts required by the BVM. The regulator could ask for a Minimum absolute
level of capital requirement in the range of 14.0 to 17.0 million Meticales. This could be determined based on the
assumption that the broker requires to maintain minimum staffing of, say, ten people. We consider in the estimation an annual compensation per officer of MT 1.0 million, a compensation to total cost ratio of 50%, non-negative
operating margin and a contribution to the exchanges’ settlement fund of MT 1.0 mn, which is obtained considering
BVM ADV of MT 20 mn, a coverage of 20%, a three day settlement cycle, a BVM contribution to default fund of
20% (skin in the game) and thus a member contribution of 80%. The number is then divided by 10 clearing members. In addition, if the brokers’ maximum credit exposure over one year is, say 5 million Meticales, the risk weight
coefficient is 100%, and tier II percentage is 8%, then the broker must maintain further MT 0.8 mn.
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Operational requirements: a Clearing Member should maintain:

•

Sound internal control function,

•

Periodic operational and financial audits,

•

Compliance function,

•

Good AML and Know Your Client policy,

•

Audited IT infrastructure,

•

Risk management procedures: position and order flow monitoring in real time, credit risk limits, insurance,
back office redundancy, liquidity assessment, transaction reports, order logs, code of conduct. Collateral
management and margining practices.

•

Good practices on segregation and portability.

Requirements: legal and regulatory reforms need to be introduced. The Securities Market Code and the law on Credit

institutions may need to be amended. BVM will need to engage the regulator (Central Bank) and the Ministry of
Finance to adopt a new membership structure.
As a strategic factor for gaining regulatory approval, the exchange should seek support from the sell side and
approval from the investment community. To engage the sell side, the reform should be presented as part of a
broader strategy to include the lift on maximum brokerage commissions. A joint formal presentation from the
industry should be elevated to the Central Bank.
Implementation: we believe it might take two years to design and implement the new membership category frame-

work: three months to consult the sell side and buy-side, three months to perform a cost benefit analysis, six months
to prepare supplemental material and present to the Central Bank and the Ministry of Finance, six months to one
years for the Central Bank and Ministry of Finance to discuss and enact. A cost-benefit analysis would costs from
$30K to $50K. We see no other significant cost other than the time spent by exchange representatives in helping
design and implement the reform. Reducing the capital and operational requirements for independent brokers will
reduce their start-up costs, while raising their commissions (see proposal 14, below) will make the activity more
financially appealing, thus further incentivizing the creation of new independent brokers. Increased interest from
the public (both from retail and institutional investors) coupled with some the new investment products proposed
and the increased visibility of stock market investments will also help promote the creation of new independent
brokers. A concise and clear guide detailing the requirements for independent brokers and the membership
benefits should be prepared and distributed which should entice new players to consider entering the market.

12. Advocate to raise the cap on intermediaries’ commissions
Description: Banco de Mozambique should raise or remove the cap on brokerage commissions from the current

low levels of 0.2% or outright eliminate it.
Examples: Hong Kong (SFC) and Singapore (MAS) do not set maximum allowed commissions. USA (FINRA), among

others, defines a high cap on commissions of 5%. Free determination of commissions enabled the proliferation of
the brokerage activity, which in turn resulted in capital market development. Despite having high/no maximums,
competition among brokers for institutional and retail order flow helped maintain brokerage costs low. ITG calculates that the average brokerage commission in the USA is 0.06% while in developed Asia excluding Japan it is 0.1%.
Impact: profitability of the brokerage business would be restored and brokers will find incentives to expand their

capital markets activity. Now they find limited incentives. Liquidity and velocity can see a three-fold jump in equities and a 50% increase in Government bonds.
Rationale: banks currently prefer keeping business within their commercial banking branches due to the lack of

profitability in local capital markets. The low commissions also mean that brokers make money by charging high
custody fees, which also deter independent brokers from coming to the markets (that coupled with low commissions means their business would likely be unprofitable).
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Requirements: BVM will need to engage the Banco de Mozambique to adopt such a measure. As a strategic fac-

tor for gaining regulatory approval, the exchange should seek support from the sell side and approval from the
investment community. To engage the investment community a code of conduct and disclosure framework on
transparency in commissions shall be defined, and the benefits of increased liquidity for investors shall be explained.
A cost-benefit analysis could be jointly ordered to a third party. A joint formal presentation from the industry
should be elevated to the Central Bank.
Implementation: we believe it might take between one and two years. Three months to consult the sell side and

buy-side, three months to perform cost benefit analysis, three months to prepare supplemental material and
present to the Central Bank, six months for the Central Bank to discuss and enact. A cost benefit analysis could
cost between US$30,000 and US$50,000. We see no other significant cost.

13. Advocate for the listing of PPPs and other large projects
Description: include the listing of Public and Private Partnerships (PPP) and other Large Projects considering that

it is mandatory by Law.
Rationale: to comply with the Law, to convey the message that BVM performs a relevant role in economic develop-

ment and to bring new projects adding to BVM market capitalization. Public listing on BVM contributes to increase
transparency and scrutiny and build confidence in the vehicle.
Impact: the listing of PPPs will help build confidence in the vehicle and therefore promote investment and economic

development. The project will contribute to the growth of the listed capitalization.
Implementation: the process may take 1 to 2 years without significant costs to BVM.

II.C LEGAL & REGULATORY INITIATIVES
Table 6: Summary of legal & regulatory initiatives
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Implementation
Costs

Initiative

Objective

Involved Parties

14

Increase communication
and data sharing with
regulators – Advocate for
a tougher enforcement of
current regulations

Assist regulators with their oversight functions by
providing them with relevant data. Advocate for
the enforcement of current regulations (including
the listing of PPIPs).

BVM - Central
Bank, Ministry of
Economy and Finance, Tax authority, INSS, etc.

No significant cost
to BVM

1 year

15

Promote issue of short
Gov’t securities - Automatic Issuance Rule

Provide the market with longer term investment
options and fill gaps in the yield curve. Automatic
issuance rules for Treasury securities would give
greater predictability to the market and reduce
the yield.

Treasury - Government

No significant cost
to BVM

5 years
(ongoing)

16

Advocate for an independent capital markets
authority

BVM requires a dedicated independent regulator
that is aware of the issues faced by BVM and is
focused on the development of the local capital
markets.

BVM - Central
Bank - Ministry of
Finance

$50K

5 years
(ongoing)

17

Advocate for higher exchange fees

Enable BVM to reach profitability and become a
fully independent entity.

BVM - Council of
Ministers

$20K

3 years

18

Advocate for the introduction of new financial
products

Products such as investment funds and Islamic
finance products are not included in current regulations and are needed to pool investments and
offer more investment options.

BVM - Central
Bank

No significant cost
to BVM

3 years
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Advocate for the creation
of a central securities
depository

Amend the Securities Market Code to create
a central securities depository (CSD) in Mozambique and have capital market instruments
deposited at CVM.

BVM - Central
Bank

$1Mn

2018

5 years
(ongoing)

14. Increase communication and data sharing with regulators
Description: there are several regulations put in place that are not adhered by market participants which regulators

are failing to enforce. Examples include companies failing to register themselves at the CVM, insurers not adhering
to portfolio risk guidelines, and Public Private Investment Partnerships (Parcerias Publico Privadas) not listing 5%
of their equity at the exchange, among others. Regulators seem unable or unwilling to enforce current regulations,
with several of them citing lack of data for proper oversight as the main reason for enforcing current regulations.
There is also a lack a clearly defined penalties for not adhering to rules and regulations.
Objective: volumes could increase significantly merely from enforcing current regulations. Large infrastructure

projects have to list 5% of their equity but fail to do so partly because they don’t require the funds and see little
benefits from listing in BVM, but also because there are no penalties for failing to do so as well as a lack of benefits
from doing so (including fiscal benefits). Insurance firms claim to not be able to purchase government securities
at the exchange due to a lack of liquidity, and regulators could be provided with a list of new issues as well as
purchase orders not filled to verify the claims of insurers allegedly attempting to purchase them.
Rationale: with current regulations experiencing low levels of adherence and enforcement, BVM should attempt

to increase oversight of them and the implementation of fines or penalties to foster compliance, as failure to do
so would also hinder growth coming from future regulatory changes.
Implementation: BVM should sign memorandums of understanding with regulators and government agencies, to
enhance communication and data sharing. This could start as soon as within a month, with full implementation of
data sharing and enforcement actions expected to take one year with each regulator. The required tasks can be
performed with the current human resources at no significant cost to BVM.

15. Promote issue of short Gov’t securities - Automatic Issuance Rule
Description: Mozambique’s Treasury is issuing securities (OTs) within a very narrow maturity range (three to four

years), which isn’t enabling the creation of (risk-free) yield curve. Furthermore, all issuances have to be approved in
each year’s budget law, which is often delayed by several months due to political reasons, which results in issuing
the notes that were planned for the entire year in as little as six months, making it hard for the market to absorb
said amounts of debt in such little time, and resulting in higher interest rates paid the Government.
Objective: the market is calling for longer term securities, as investors with a long investment horizon (such as life

insurers and pension funds) have very few long-term low-risk investment options (often opting for illiquid real
estate investments), but there is also demand for intermediate maturities (falling between the one year BTs issued
by the Banco de Mozambique and the three-year OTs issued by the Treasury). This would help in the creation of
a yield curve which would serve as a reference rate for pricing other securities.
In election years, delays in the Budget Law cause the Government to end up paying higher interest rates, and
sometimes failing to capture the planned funds due to the compressed calendar for issuances. Incorporating into
the Budget law changes that would allow the Treasury to continue with the planned issuances without changes
while they are being voted would give the market predictability, which would result in lower interest rates paid by
the Government, which would in turn reduce financing costs for the entire economy.
Rationale: there are very few risk-free securities issued in Meticales, which are also used to price other securities.

Offering a wider range of maturity options in Government securities would not only help in pricing other securities, but this would also create a more defined yield curve, lowering financing costs for the Government, and fuel
traded volumes at BVM.
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Implementation: the Treasury can issue securities of longer and shorter maturities without any regulatory changes,

they just have to incorporate those securities into the budget for the year, so in reality this could take a year to
implement at most, at no significant cost to BVM (which would earn listing and trading fees on the securities).
Changes in the Budget law to include mechanisms for automatic issuance of securities would require approval by
the Government. This ongoing initiative shall be performed over five years.

16. Advocate for an independent capital markets authority
Description: advocate for the creation of dedicated capital market regulator independent from the central bank.

The CMA’s functions should be focused in regulating and developing the Capital Market by issuing required rules
and regulations for implementing the provisions of the Securities Market Code. The basic objectives are to create
an appropriate investment environment, boost confidence, and reinforce transparency and disclosure standards
in all listed companies, and moreover to protect the investors and dealers from illegal acts in the market.
Rationale: an independent regulator would focus exclusively on issues related to the capital market. In particular,

the CMA would approve participants and it is likely to find ways to broaden participation to new independent
entities. It is also likely to seek to isolate the risk of the brokerage activities from those of the broader commercial
banking operations.
Implementation: this is an ongoing process and BVM should need to commission a cost benefit analysis of having

a dedicated capital market regulator which should cost around $50,000.

17. Advocate for higher exchange fees
Description: ask lawmakers to review exchange fees set in the Securities Market Code.
Rationale: exchange fees are small when performing a comparison on a scale-adjusted basis. The Securities Markets

Code determines the fee levels to be charged by BVM. It determines transaction fees admission listing fees and
listing maintenance fees for equities, Government bonds and other securities. Article 22 and Annex of the Ministerial Diploma 130/2013 determines the service fees that the CVM will apply, including, among others, transaction
processing, registration, maintenance, interest and dividend coupon payments and corporate event processing.
Banco de Moçambique determines the maximum commission that intermediaries can charge.
Equity trading fees of 0.10% are nominally higher than those of larger markets in the developing world but still
way below exchange comparables on a scale-adjusted basis. The Exchange business is that of a fixed costs one
and hence it shows clear scale economics. Fees of world exchanges are well aligned on a logarithmic scale and
BVM fees fall clearly below such line. Adding CVM transaction fees of 0.20%, the total of exchange plus post trade
transactions fees results of 0.30% and still lies below the line of peers. Also listing fees are in some cases smaller
than that of peers.
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Chart
26: Equity execution, clearing and settlement fees
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Objective: recover profitability and financial sustainability of BVM.
Implementation: present a draft report with a comparison of BVM fees across products together with revenues,

cost and investment budget. Legal changes could take up to three years to implement, while a cost analysis would
cost around $20.000.

18. Advocate for the introduction of new financial products
Description: Mozambique’s laws fail to incorporate several investment vehicles which would serve to attract and

channel investments. Products such as Islamic finance products are not included in current regulations and
therefore it’s not possible to launch them without the necessary legal umbrella. Products such as Islamic finance
products are not included in current regulations and offer more investment options.
Rationale: there is a lack of legal structures for investments in Mozambique that would enable investors to pool
their resources into investments that comply with certain religious beliefs (such as Islamic finance products).

Islamic finance products should be developed for those motivated to invest in accordance with the rules of Shari’ah.
Principles of Islamic banking are the sharing of profit and loss and the prohibition of usury. Sukuk securities adhere
to Shari’ah principles by avoiding the payment of interest on a security and observing ethical, moral and religious
principles. Different from conventional bonds, which merely confer ownership of a debt, Sukuk grants the investor
a share of an asset, along with the commensurate cash flows and risk. A legal and regulatory framework should
be set forth to enable the development of a market in such products.
Objective: expand the range of instruments and investment options.
Implementation: the Central Bank would have to define and regulate the new investment products, which could
take between two and three years, with the cost not being borne by BVM.
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19. Advocate for the creation of a central securities depository
Description: amend articles 11 and 30 of the Securities Market Code to create a central securities depository (CSD)

in Mozambique. Require capital markets instruments to be centrally deposited at CVM. CSD to maintain immobilized and preferably immaterialized central handling of securities.
Rationale: a CSD provides central safekeeping services, securities accounts, and asset services and plays an impor-

tant role in helping to ensure the integrity of securities issues (that is, ensure that securities are not accidentally or
fraudulently created or destroyed or their details changed). A CSD should maintain securities in an immobilized
or dematerialized form for their transfer by book entry.
CVM is not strictly a CSD as securities are not centrally deposited in (i.e. under the custody of) CVM. Instead, pursuant to articles 11 and 30 of the Securities Market Code, securities safekeeping is held at financial intermediaries.
Financial intermediaries then indicate CVM the number of securities held by each client. After receiving these
instructions, the CVM deposits securities in the client’s accounts.
Pursuant to article 17 of the Securities Market Code, CVM must check whether the number of securities outstanding
of any issue corresponds to the number of securities collectively held in customer and intermediaries accounts. But
this type of controls may not prevent errors and may not be enough to ensure that securities are not accidentally
or fraudulently created or destroyed or their details changed.
Objective: the creation of a CSD may facilitate the attraction of investment flows of funds from USA and other

regions. In the USA, SEC Rule 17f-7, by reference to Rule 17f-4, requires that, for a depository to be eligible to hold
securities of US registered investment companies (“Eligible Securities Depositories”), the depository must be a
“system for the central handling of securities where all securities of any particular class or series of any issuer
deposited within the system are treated as fungible and may be transferred or pledged by bookkeeping entry
without physical delivery of the securities.”
Implementation: amendment of articles 11, 30, 17 and related in the Securities Market Code is required. Also, ap-

proval of CVM rules as CSD may then be required. The process to get approvals shall take between three and five
years. Technology license for the CSD including database, communications, platform for securities services and
STP integration with other functions may cost $1 million plus 20% annual maintenance and around 20% implementation costs.

II.D SME MARKET INITIATIVES
Table 7: Summary of SME Market initiatives
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Implementation
Costs

Initiative

Objective

Involved Parties

20

Revise listing and reporting requirements
for SMEs

Reduce the costs and hurdles SMEs must clear
prior to listing. Require SMEs audited finals that
can be signed off by a non-independent auditor.

BVM

No significant cost
to BVM.

1 year

21

Advocate for tax incentives for listed SMEs

Reducing the total cost of listing at BVM by offering tax breaks and exemptions would result
in a sharp increase in listed companies as well
increase fiscal revenues for the Government in
the long run.

BVM - Ministry
of Economy and
Finance - Council
of Ministers

No significant cost
to BVM.

2 years

22

Create a Department/
Area for Supporting SMEs
at BVM

Raise the attractiveness, widen access to a more
diversified capital pool and develop the second
brand market for SMEs.

BVM

No significant cost
to BVM.

1 year
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20. Revise listing and reporting requirements for SMEs
Description: SMEs seeking to list securities at BVM face the same requirements as larger companies, but only have
lower capital requirements. SMEs find that the costs of complying with said requirements being too complex or
costly for them.
Rationale: one of the costliest requirements for issuers is the requirement of presenting financial statements audit-

ed by a certified independent auditor. Said audits are very expensive and can easily cost $100.000 (particularly
for firms outside Maputo, which have to pay for auditors’ relocation), a price to high for an SME that might only
be looking to raise $150.000. Financial statements are already audited when presented to tax authorities, and a
certified accountant signs them off, certifying their accuracy. Lifting the requirement for SMEs which could present
(non-independently) audited financial would greatly reduce listing costs for SMEs.
Objective: the reduction of costs would not only allow more SMEs to list securities at BVM, but it would also lower

the threshold under which it would be unprofitable to raise capital at BVM.
Implementation: BVM has the right to create markets (by law), saw the changes could easily be implemented by

BVM within a year and require no regulatory approval. There are no direct costs associated with the initiative.

21. Advocate for tax incentives for listed SMEs
Description: waive the corporate rate to listed SMEs to attract corporate issuers and make advisory cost and listing

costs incurred in the listing process tax deductible.
Rationale: to tap capital markets for financing, SMEs need a way to recover listing and related costs and be provided
additional incentives. As a result, tax incentives are commonly available as part of SME markets.

Incentives to the supply side include a reduction or full waiver in the corporate income tax rate for up to ten years:
•

In Jamaica, corporate income tax rate for listed SMEs is 0% for the first five years

•

In Fiji, the corporate income tax rate for listed SMEs is ½ that for large companies

•

In Vietnam, the corporate income tax rate for listed SMEs is ½ that for large companies

Also, in some markets, listing costs and related advisory costs are tax deductible:
•

For example, in Fiji, advisory costs incurred in the listing process are tax deductible

•

In Kenya, all costs incurred during the listing process (including all legal and incidental costs are tax deductible

Alternatively, jurisdictions like Spain provide grants and loans aimed at financing listing expenses:
•

Madrid offers non recoverable grants up to EUR 80,000.

•

Galicia subsidizes up to 50% of consulting costs, capped at EUR 50,000.

•

Murcia subsidizes up to 45% of the listing-related costs

Other examples of tax incentives include Malaysia, Rwanda, Kenya, Ghana, and Vietnam. Table 11 below summarizes
some of the successful tax incentives schemes that have been implemented in emerging markets and oriented to
either the supply side or the demand side:
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Table 8: successful tax incentives schemes
TAX INCENTIVES SCHEME - SUCCESFULL STORIES
BENEFIT/
PERIOD
DEDUCTION
Decrease tax burden on capital gains and
dividend income to 8% (corporate tax rate was
1989-2000
46%),eliminated double taxation on dividend
and the tax rate on interest income by
foreigners was reduced from 25% to 15%

COUNTRY

TYPE

Brasil

Demand Side

Malaysia

Supply Side

Reduce corporate tax rated from 45% to 35%

Supply Side

Provide tax exemptions in the form of charters
to corporation

Demand Side

tax on capital gains were capped

1921

Volume surged throughout the decade

KENYA

Supply Side

Reduction rates to a range of 20%-27% while
general rate is 30%, with branches of foreginers
companies taxed at 37.5%; new listed
companies get a tax amnesty on its past
ommitted income; reduction on dividend income;

2000-…

Increase volume and the number of
company listed

RWANDA

Supply Side

VIETNAM

Supply Side

THAILAND

Supply Side

USA

RESULT
Turnover ratio went from 17.9 (1989)
to 83.4 (1994), 47.8 (1995), 61.1
(1996), 85.8 (1997) and 71.0 (1998)

193% increase in the number of
companies listed in periodo 1989 to
1998 vs 38% increased in period 1980
to 1989
The number of equities increased by
1817 and 1830
300% between 1821 to 28140
1989-2000

Tax rate is 35% while special rate apply to some
sectors and newly listed companies
50% reduction on the normal Corporate Income
Tax (CIT) rate to listed companies.
Applies a lower corporate income tax rate for
companies that are listed on Thailand’s SET
(25%) or the MAI (20%). The reduced rates for
the listed companies only applies for a period of
3 years. In addition, Thailand provides in an
investment tax credit up to 25% of the total
qualifying cost of new projects of listed
companies (machinery, vehicles, equipment
and software).

As we can see, when thoroughly designed, tax incentives schemes result in strong growth of capital markets.
Impact: market cap can increase between 150% and 200% as shown by the Malaysian case.
Implementation: tax reforms may take two years and the cost is borne by the Mozambican Government.
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Chart 30. Effect of tax incentives on the market in Malaysia
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22. Create a Department/Area for Supporting SMEs at BVM
Description: the new Department/Area would be an internal committee with ongoing communication across the

local communality, including SMEs, brokers, advisers, Government officials and market makers.
Objectives: the Area’s main focus is to provide input and advice into all matters affecting the operation, regula-

tion, requirements to graduate to the main market and corporate governance, with the objective of enhancing
the attractiveness, improve access to more sophisticated skill-sets, widen access to a more diversified capital
pool, building a good reputation and oversee the strategic development of the second brand market for SMEs. In
summary, the area should veil for the improvement of SMEs access to more sophisticated skill-sets, network and
information regarding investment and financing alternatives offered by the Capital Market.
Implementation: the Area/Department can be formed within one year at no significant cost to BVM.
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III. Out-of-the-box Ideas
We also present some ideas that exceed the terms of reference but that BVM should consider in the future:
•

Advocate for a provision of netting in the insolvency law: financial markets operate at great speed and most of the

time a party in a transaction is unaware of who is on the other end of a transaction, therefore when insolvency
occurs before a trade is settled, a counterparty might find themselves out of cash and securities, thus increasing the risks of operating in capital markets. Since securities and cash amounts involved in transactions within
the exchange are considered of equal value, the flows of funds and securities should be netted before being
pooled with assets and debt and having a judge decide their fate. A provision that assures the applicability of
netting in financial contracts in the insolvency law would allow these trades to be settled (finalized) within the
clearinghouse without going to an insolvency judge, eliminating this portion of counterparty risk from a trade.

•

Register Asset-Backed Loans: CVM could register liens on vehicle loans (including cars, motorcycles and farm

equipment), which lessors could use to determine if there is a lien on an assets before granting a loan, which
greatly reduces the risk of fraud and, consequently, the cost of financing. The Central Bank (Bank of Mozambique) is planning to do so at the planned Collateral Central (Central de Collateral) which could be hosted at
the CVM given that it has the technology to register assets.
•

Implementation: CVM already has in place the technology to register assets, as well as being connected to

all the major banks in Mozambique. These banks are also some of the major credit providers in the country. Given that these databases gain value the more people use them, to incentivize usage participants
should be allowed to perform a certain number of free queries on the database for every registered loan
(i.e.: 5 free consultations for every registered loan).
CVM should also connect to other information providers such as the Bank of Mozambique (to gain
access to declined cheque and delinquent loan data), public utilities (for lack of payment data), credit
providers (consumer credit, microfinance institutions, etc.), and criminal records and vehicle registration
data providers.

•

CVM as a Credit Bureau: because of the lack of a centralized credit reporting bureau in Mozambique, banks and

other financial institutions must check multiple databases (private and public) when assessing a person’s
credit score, incurring in high costs (which are passed onto the customer), with banks also requiring individuals to open an account and deposit their savings/salaries there to reduce the banks risk when giving out
loans. If banks and other credit institutions reported credits to the CVM and it centralized information from
other credit-related sources (such as criminal records, tax debts, etc.), financial institutions could check this
database at a lower cost when deciding on granting a loan, reducing costs and expanding financial inclusion.
•

Implementation: the implementation process would be similar to that of registering asset backed loans,

and all the steps required for implementing asset backed loans would support the creation of a credit
bureau. Providing free credit queries for each time data is added to the database would not only help
grow its usage but also the value of the database, generating a virtuous cycle. The same data connectivity links as in the previous initiative are required, all of which could be done via a web-based interface
to facilitate access for individuals and small credit institutions.

•

Develop the Public Debt Market: engage Municipalities and States wishing to access alternative sources of fund-

ing to finance deficits or infrastructure projects, which can include Municipal/State Bonds, Revenue Bonds
(for instance those backed by the future toll revenues from a road construction), and Tax Anticipation Bonds,
among others.
•
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finance specific projects and explain to them the advantages of listing at BVM (lower financing costs and
lower times to access funds, among others). The exchange should contact banks conducting investment
banking activities to detail the plans as they would be the ones in charge of structuring the offering but
they could also research the market to find prime candidates for issuing debts (municipalities seeking
to complete infrastructure projects or running large deficits). This would also be an opportunity for
increased communication with banks coupled with more revenue opportunities for brokerages which
would help fuel interest in the market.

•

Develop Products Aimed at Small Farmers: banks tend to stay away from financing small farmers due to their

lack of assets for collateral, lack of incorporation (usually are run by a single family which isn’t registered as a
company) and lack of financial data. Offering products such as liens on crops and securitizing farming funding
pools can help the exchange get closer to the farmer and develop the industry.
•

Implementation: products aimed at smaller farmers should be developed alongside regional and sector

institutions (including farming associations and cooperatives, government institutions supporting farmers, grain and livestock buyers and seed and fertilizer distributors, all of which have wide access to small
farmers). Small farmers could sell a lien on a portion of their crops to a seed distributor in order to buy
the seeds they need, thus ensuring a supply and a demand for the crops securitized at BVM. To do so,
BVM must first engage government institutions and industry associations aimed at the target farmers to
assess the needs of the industry and use this information to tailor the products needed.

•

List the Exchange: BVM should plan to convert to a for-profit entity and list its shares on its board, showing

trading member that it is an independent entity. This would also help the state receive a dividend on its investment and fuel capital market activity.
•

Implementation: once BVM can sustain its operations with the funds it generates from its operations, the

firm should incorporate itself as an independent, for-profit corporation, of which the state would be
the main shareholder (at least until the IPO process is completed). The Central Government should be
informed of the benefits of listing the exchange (from increased transparency to providing revenues for
the State) and have them advocate for its listing. Once the firm is converted into a for-profit entity, BVM
can list itself on its own board, enhancing interest in the stock market, both from issuers and investors,
and this would also serve as a leading case for other SOEs that could be privatized and listed at BVM.

Require public listing of financial institutions, insurance companies, mobile carriers and other regulated companies:

requiring financial companies to list on the exchange will increase outstanding equity issues and increase
transparency. There will also be higher oversight of financial firms due to the disclosure requirements for
listed companies as well as increased scrutiny from investors, which should deter cases lie those of NossoBanco and MozaBanco from happening again, or at least providing regulators with increased tools and alerts
to take corrective actions before solvency problems arise. Companies that could call for mandatory listing
include firms on the entire spectrum of the financial industry, from banks and asset managers, to insurers
and payment firms. Other companies requiring extensive oversight and regulation could be required to list as
well, including public service providers (phone and mobile operators, public utilities –water, power and gas
providers- and transportation companies).
In Peru, the law requires financial companies to list on the exchange in order to increase transparency, raise
confidence in the financial condition and operations of financial institutions and increased the listed market
cap. In Peru there are 70 listed companies from the financial sector. They account for 40% of the domestic
market capitalization.
In Mozambique, we expect capitalization of listed banks to be equivalent to 4% of the GDP after subtracting
companies overlapping with those included under other initiatives. In the estimate we consider the book value
of banks as proxy of their market cap.
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•

Implementation: legal and regulatory reforms need to be introduced. The Law on credit institutions may

need to be amended. BVM will need to engage the regulator (Central Bank) and the Ministry of Finance
to adopt such a measure. To engage the financial institution, the reform should be presented as part of
a broader reform that includes lower taxes on listed equities. We believe it might take between one and
two years for authorities to approve the initiative. The cost of the initiative is not borne by BVM, which
would earn listing and trading fees on listed companies.

Bring the possibility of holding Mozambican assets through a CVM link to International Central Securities Depositories
(ICSDs): the exchange should seek to set up a link with ICSDs so that foreign participants can access and

custody Mozambican assets through their account in the ICSD. This initiative aims at addressing the issue of
frictions deterring foreign participation with the objective of improving access alternatives to BVM.
Foreign investors seeking to invest in Mozambique would not be required to open trading accounts within
Mozambique if they choose to invest in BVM listed securities, thus enabling more participants to invest in
local securities.
•

Implementation: as ICSDs work with omnibus accounts instead of the final beneficiary model, regulation

must exceptionally allow omnibus accounts of ICSDs on CVM. The initiative should be attainable within
one year at a cost of ca. $85.000, primarily related to harmonizing practices in the implementation of
the link. The central bank should be included in the implementation process to ensure that there are no
potential problems with AML regulations.

•

Advocate for the creation of an independent arbitral tribunal: introduce a dedicated Arbitral Tribunal for disputes

related to capital markets following the experience of Brazil. Disputes related to capital markets can be settled
faster and more cost effectively outside of regular courts. The Arbitral Tribunal would settle disputes and count
with a dedicated, independent bench. It provides a legal dispute resolution framework to its participants, while
reducing the dispute resolution period and legal fee for all parties. The tribunal may intervene in national and
international disputes between brokers, their clients and others participants, either if the arbitration proceeding was settled in a contract, a deal or the parties agreed to call this Tribunal, or in any transaction related to
the stock exchange. The exchange should select the Members of the Arbitral Tribunal, set its remuneration
scheme, enact proceeding and regulatory framework.The Tribunal may intervene to attain:
•

Mediation, by which the Tribunal expresses to all parties the benefits of settling differences amicably

•

Conciliation, the Tribunal receives the parties’ depositions, requests information and invites to simplify
the points on which there are discrepancies so as to propose fair solutions.

•

Arbitration Conciliation, when the tribunal renders a ruling by a majority vote but moderating the full
application or law proceedings.

•

Arbitration proceedings when the tribunal renders a ruling by a majority vote with the same enforcement
as a Court Final Judgment Rulings should be enforceable and have the same legal meaning as if it was
issued by a National Court and the tribunal should be entitled to penalize according to the following
agreed scale: warning, penalty, fines, suspension, and expulsion.
•

Implementation: arbitrators are paid by the exchange not by the parties. In return, the Exchange

receives a fee (litigation rights) according to the mode of litigation and the amount claimed, with
a cap. Amendment of article 154 in the Securities Market Code is required. The process to get legislative approvals shall take up to 24 months. It would take eight to 12 months to put in place an
arbitral tribunal.

•
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Bank’s system, are not registered at CVM and secondary trading is conducted at the bank’s system and trades
are cleared by the Central Bank (thus not adhering to SEC rule 17f-7). Secondary trading of BTs should be
brought onto BVM to comply with the Bank of Mozambique’s regulations, to develop their secondary market
and to give market participants portfolio benefits as well as the benefit of comparing and trading OTs and
BTs within a single screen.
Registering BTs at CVM would significantly increase revenues for CVM, while moving secondary trading to
BVM would allow participants to reduce cost by having all Government securities traded in a single system.
•

Implementation: BVM would have to formally request the Bank of Mozambique to move secondary trading

of BTs to BVM and have them registered at CVM. Approval and implementation could take one to two
years BVM’s systems are prepared to register and trade the securities, so the costs of the initiative are
related to the preparation of a proposal for the Central Bank, which could include a legal and cost-benefit
analysis which could cost up to $30.000.

•

Advocate for CVM to receive a limited bank license: CVM is currently barred from operating with currency, which

not only requires several processes at different systems to be integrated to complete a trade (increasing
operational risks) but also impeding BVM to offer true DvP. By securing a limited bank (depositary bank, i.e.
a bank that can make cash transactions but which cannot provide loans) license, CVM can internally match
movements in securities movements in cash when settling trades, reducing risks. BVM would also be able to
earn interest on deposited funds (investing them in short term, risk-free securities). Thus, CVM will be able
to match trades with fund transfers, reducing operational risks for traders. BVM will also be able to deduce
trading fees from funds transferred, which would also increase revenues (particularly as clients are often late
on their payments to BVM, and no interest is charged on late payments, this would also reduce overhead costs
as BVM would not have to contact brokers to demand payment).
•

Implementation: the Bank of Mozambique would have to define the characteristics of this type of bank

and grant CVM the limited bank license, which could take anywhere from two to three years. System
upgrades, technology and implementation to manage funds should cost about $500.000 and could be
implemented in two to three years.

•

Promote the creation of tag-along rights to protect minority investors: tag-along rights protect minority sharehold-

ers by ensuring that if the majority shareholder sells its stake, minority holders have the right to join the deal
and sell their stake along at the same terms and conditions. To prevent abuse, protect minority shareholders
and align Mozambican legislation to global corporate governance standard it is recommended to introduce
tag-along rights.
•

Implementation: BVM listing rules should be modified. The process to get approvals could take up to 12

months..

List alternative products to facilitate short term financing of SMEs: as a first step, the exchange can help SMEs by listing
products that can meet their short and long term financing needs. Exchanges in many countries have standardized
and listed short term banking products or over the counter products, like checks, promissory notes and others,
significantly reducing the cost of intermediation of these products by forcing the intermediaries (banks, other
financial institutions, speculators, loan sharks) to compete for servicing the SMEs. This transfers the pricing power
from financial institutions and puts it in the hands of SMEs which can then compare among intermediaries and
identify who offers the lowest cost of financing.

By listing these SME products the Exchange can bring SMEs closer and get them familiar with the capital market
as a source to meet their financing needs, instead of using the traditional channels, like banks or non-regulated
lenders. This will save money for the SMEs and make them more comfortable and familiar when contemplating
the idea of listing their own equity or debt.
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Stimulate SME liquidity by listing and trading promissory notes and cheques: launch a market for Corporate & Government

promissory notes. Notes may include those issued by the national and local Government, Government agencies
and state owned companies, as well as local and international companies. The notes should be allowed to be endorsed so that they can be traded on the exchange.
Benefits of discounting and trading promissory notes on exchange include:
•

Sources liquidity before the maturity of the instruments (promissory notes / IOUs)

•

Facilitates a fluid payment chain

•

Facilitates continuity in the activity of the IOU holder

•

Creates a new product that will bring new activity to the exchange.

•

Brings SMEs closer to the exchange, make them more comfortable with financing their business through the
exchange.

•

Creates a new product/line of business for brokers/banks that today is not available. It would make banks
more interested in capital markets.

Listing process: the notes must be endorsed by the selling holder or beneficiary in favor of the CVM, for trading on

the BVM, and deposited on CVM by a broker. The selling holder must present to the exchange:
a.

bylaws,

b.

address,

c.

Tax ID,

d.

name of legal representatives,

e.

audited financial statements,

f.

internal approval to sell the notes in the market, and

g.

amount sold..

Placement and Trading: to take place preferably through an auction mechanism. Before each auction the following
information must be provided: issuer, an auctioned nominal amount, tenor, reference rate range, bidding period
auction time. In the case of batch sales, promissory notes of with different maturities will be sold in buckets of
3, 6, 12, 18 months and 2, 3, 4 and 5 years. It is important that placements and trading are conducted exclusively
on exchange.
Settlement: is concluded in T+0
Custody: each time a promissory note is issued it is registered at the CVM and the CVM issues a code so that the

promissory note becomes tradable solely at the exchange. The promissory notes must be held in custody at the
CVM.
Allocation: participating banks should be awarded a portion of each issue with a pro-rata allocation to secure

liquidity in the placements and provide them with opportunities for intermediation.
Examples: Spain (BME AIAF) and Argentina (Merval).
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Chart 31: steps in the issuance and trading of SME alternative productss

Requirements: legal and regulatory reforms need to be introduced. BVM will need to engage the Ministry of Finance
to let notes to become endorsable. It also needs to engage the regulator to approve the trading of the notes. The
BVM would also need to accommodate its systems for the launch.

Again, support from prospective issuers, from the sell side and the investment community would be helpful to get
all regulatory clearances and a key factor for a successful launch.
Implementation: we believe it might take up to 18 months to launch the product. Six months to consult with the
government, the buy-side and prospective sellers, three months to perform a viability analysis, three months to
prepare supplemental material and present to the Central Bank, three months for the Central Bank to discuss and
enact and three months to test the facility and mechanism.

A viability analysis could cost between US$30,000 and US$100,000. Implementing and testing may cost up to
$50,000. We see no other significant cost..

-Advocate for the development of Mutual Guarantee Companies (MGC): Launch a market for guaranteed promissory

notes and deferred payment checks. Promissory notes and deferred payment checks are issued by small and large
corporations and Guaranteed by Mutual Guarantee entities. The issuers will be the selling holders or beneficiaries endorsing checks and promissory notes written by small and large corporations and Guaranteed by Mutual
Guarantee entities.
Guarantee: A Mutual Guarantee Company (MGC) is set up with the purpose of guaranteeing deferred payment

checks and other short term instruments issued by SMEs. MCG guarantees the payment in the event of a default
by the SME. As a result, SMEs get access to credit at low rates, tackling SME’s difficulty to access credit lines from
banks.
MGC’s Partners receive a deduction in their income tax obligations according to the amount invested in the MCG.
Companies with considerable income tax obligations, may find a great opportunity to invest in an MCG. Funds
must be immobilized for some time – e.g. 2 years in Argentina. As a government measure to promote credit, 80%
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of funds should be allocated to guarantee cheques. Resources in the guarantee fund can be invested in liquid and
short term securities..

Listing process: Notes must be endorsed by the selling holder or beneficiary in favor of the CVM, for trading on

the BVM, and deposited on CVM by a broker. The selling holder must present the following information to the
exchange::
a.

address,

b.

Tax ID,

c.

name of legal representatives,

d.

audited financial statements,

e.

internal approval to sell the notes in the market, and

f.

amount sold.

The MGC must present the amount and composition of the Guarantee Fund along with its audited financial statements.
Placement and Trading: preferably through auction mechanism. Before each auction the following information must

be provided: issuer, an auctioned nominal amount, tenor, reference rate range, bidding period auction time. In the
case of batch sales, promissory notes with different maturities will be sold in buckets.

Settlement: is conducted in T+0
Custody: Each time a promissory note or deferred payment check is issued it is registered at the CVM and the CVM

issues a code so that the promissory note or check becomes tradable solely at the exchange. Promissory notes and
checks must be held in custody at the CVM. CVM must send to BVM the following information about the note/check:
a.

date,

b.

issuer and selling holder,

c.

maturity, amount,

d.

introducing broker’s name,

e.

settlement and payment details,

f.

MGC backing the issue.

Allocation: Participating banks should be awarded a portion of each issue with a pro-rata allocation to secure

liquidity in the placements and provide them with intermediation opportunities. The introducing bank shall be
reserved a higher portion.
Banks should have some flexibility to impose mark ups / mark downs.
Issues shall be marketed with a reference rate and a rate cap beyond which the issue is cancelled
Caps: The maximum amount that cap can be sold at the exchange should not be higher than 3x the MGC’s capital.
Examples: Argentina (Merval).
Initiative’s requirements: legal and regulatory reforms need to be introduced. BVM will need to engage the Ministry

of Finance to pass legislation to create MGCs. It also needs to engage the regulator to approve the trading of
promissory notes and checks. The BVM would also need to accommodate its systems for the launch. Support
from prospective issuers, from the sell side and the investment community would be helpful to get all regulatory
clearance and a key factor for a successful launch.
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Implementation: we believe it might take up to 24 months to launch the product. Three months to perform a viability
analysis, up to one year to consult with the government and get required legislation and regulatory approvals,
three months to prepare supplemental material and present to the Central Bank, three months for the Central Bank
to discuss and enact and three month to test the facility and mechanism. A viability analysis could cost between
US$30,000 and US$100,000. Implementing and testing may cost up to $50,000. We see no other significant cost..
Impact: new issuers SMEs will be able to access the market and finance their working capital needs.

Chart 32: steps in the issuance and trading of SME alternative products backed by MGCs

•

Promote the discount of promissory notes from the SISTAFE system: SME’s supplying the Government or its compa-

nies with goods or services are paid several weeks after completing the delivery of goods or services, which
reduces their available working capital and limits their growth due to capital scarcity. Since the payments are
processed through an electronic system (SISTAFE), once goods or services are delivered, and considering
that all purchases are guaranteed by the Treasury by law, holders of these promissory notes can sell them to
investors (discounting future payments) at the exchange. This allows SMEs to get access to funds at significantly lower rates than those offered by banks, while investors can receive better yields on their investments
without increasing their risk profile. Considering that SISTAFE payments are guaranteed by the Treasury by
law, these promissory notes are a virtually risk-free security, so they are prime candidates discounting at BVM.
Currently the SISTAFE system processes ca. 500.000 non-payroll payment orders per month. Furthermore,
since Government suppliers are also enrolled in the approved suppliers list and the entire transaction is digitalized, there is a very low risk for fraud. CVM’s technology could enable the registration of the promissory
notes as well as interact with the SISTAFE system to redirect electronic payments once a holder sells the security at the exchange. The government will also benefit from being able to pay in better terms (paying later
and potentially receiving lower bids on products due to the ability to discount payments). Enabling SMEs to
discount their SISTAFE promissory notes at the exchange will enable them to grow their business, as it frees
up working capital tied up in receivables. Investors would also be able to purchase a new class of low risk
securities, with better yields than bank deposits and slightly better than government bonds. BVM would earn
registration fees and trading fees from these securities.
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•

Implementation: CVM would have to integrate its system with the SISTAFE system, while CEDSIF would

have to modify its systems to allow for payment re-routing and tracking of payment status. Implementation would take 18 to 24 months and would cost ca. $300.000 relating to the development of technology
modules for registering and trading SISTAFE promissory notes and the integration of systems with those
of CEDSIF.
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IV. Final remarks
To conclude, we believe that in the long run a reorganization of the exchange under the highest corporate governance practices, a partial privatization and a listing of BVM on the exchange itself would be instrumental in
accelerating capital market development in Mozambique. First, we believe the exchange should be a leading case
of a publicly listed company observing the highest corporate governance standards. It should guide other potential
issuers in adopting high corporate governance standards. Second, we see the (partial) denationalization and the
listing of the exchange as a fundamental step to accelerate the changes proposed in the Strategic Plan and to be
able to achieve, the highest capital market potential.
Even in the event the exchange maintains its current structure and organization, we believe there is room to obtain robust organic growth to reach the average levels of capital market’s development to those of the Southern
Africa Development Community. We believe that the potential growth is still remarkable if BVM could successfully
convince the government and other key stakeholders and implement the set of initiatives and reforms proposed
in the Strategic Plan.
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ANNEX I:
Alignment with CPMI IOSCO Principles
We completed a brief assessment of BVM and CVM operations against the Principles for Financial Markets Infrastructures, focusing on major gaps and suggested improvements. Due to lack of complete information, the following shall not be a viewed as a complete assessment of these principles. At maximum, BVM and CVM observed
the following principles:
Principle 1: legal basis is broadly observed as a founded legal basis for each material aspect of the exchange’s

and CSD activities is in place. In particular, key aspects including settlement finality, immobilization and dematerialization of securities and arrangements for DvP have founded legal basis. Rules, procedures, and contracts
are clear and consistent with relevant laws and regulations. As there was yet no default by a market participant,
enforceability of default rules have not been tested in reality.
Principle 2: corporate governance is only partially observed as there is no clear, documented risk-management

framework including risk-tolerance policies, assignment of responsibilities, decision making in crises and emergencies and accountability for risk decisions. Governance arrangements should ensure that the risk-management
and internal control functions have sufficient authority, independence, resources, and access to the board.
Principle 3: framework for the comprehensive management of risk is not observed as the BVM and CVM have un-

certain risk-management policies, procedures and systems to enable them identify and manage risk. There is no
Risk Committee dependent on the Board to set the risk management policies.
Principle 4: credit risk is broadly observed. As the CVM works with a T+0 settlement cycle with full pre-funding of

securities and cash current credit exposures to each participant are covered fully with a high degree of confidence.
Potential future credit exposure and credit risk may, however, arise in the case a settled transaction is reversed
upon any reason; for example judicial intervention. In this unlikely, though possible case, the CVM may find itself
in a hurry as it has no settlement guarantee fund and lacks the financial resources to cover all its liabilities in full.
Principle 7: liquidity risk is broadly observed. As the CVM works with a T+0 settlement cycle with full pre-fund-

ing of securities and current cash liquidity needs are covered fully with a high degree of confidence. Potentially,
needs for liquidity may, however, arise in the case a settled transaction is reversed upon any reason; for example
judicial intervention. In this unlikely, though possible case, the CVM may find itself in a hurry as it has limited liquid
resources to cover all its liabilities in full.
Principle 8: settlement finality is observed as finality is thoroughly defined following CPSS IOSCO prescriptions.
Principle 9: money settlement is observed as the CVM conducts settlements in central bank money, as recom-

mended.
Principle 12: exchange of value systems is not observed as human intervention –i.e. no STP- in CVM and the central

bank affects simultaneity of the two legs (DvP) and does not assure that settlement is conducted against payment.
Principle 13: participant-default rules and procedures is partly observed as enforceability of default rules have not

been tested in reality as there was yet no default by any market participant. There is some room for reasonable
doubt on how a default would be managed by the infrastructures and the authorities.
Principle 15: general business risk is not observed as the BVM usually registers operating losses and depends upon
the Government subsidies to continue operations.
Principle 17: operational risk is not observed as there is no framework to manage such risk and, among other issues,
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BVM and CVM have neither business continuity nor disaster recovery plan and there is no STP in post-trade.
Principle 18: access and participation requirements is broadly observed as at least in theory criteria for participation
permit fair and open access, although in fact only credit organizations are participating.
Principle 21: Efficiency and effectiveness is partially observed as the infrastructures still need to defined goals and

objectives that are measurable and achievable, such as in the areas of minimum service levels, risk-management
expectations, and business priorities.
Principle 22: Communication procedures and standards is not observed as the BVM and CVM have not adopted
standard communication protocols such as FIX and FAST Principle 23: Disclosure of rules, key procedures, and
market data is partially observed as the exchange does not publish its financial statements and thus investors and
participants cannot completely assess the risk they incur when trading on BVM.

Principles 5, 6, 10, 11, 14, 16, 19, 20 and 24 have not been assessed since they are not applicable..
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ANNEX II:
Capital Markets Courses that BVM can offer:
1.

Learn to Invest in the Stock Market

With plain, simple and objective language, the attendant will learn the essentials of investing in the exchange and
be able to start investing.
About: either your investor profile is moderate or aggressive, you might think: where should I invest some of my

saved money to get the best returns available on the market? The answer is: the Stock Exchange. For starters,
investing in the stock market can seem to be somewhat intimidating. And indeed it is if you do not know about it.
Therefore, to start operations in the right way, start by investing in the online course “Learn to Invest in the Stock
Market”. There is plenty of free content on the subject, but it should be here where the interested person will learn
the concepts in a clear and linear way, with those who really understands the subject.
Objective: the course provides the attendant with an overview about the capital market and the process of buying

and selling assets on the Stock Exchange. Students will learn to identify undervalued or overvalued assets and
make asset choices based on Fundamental or Technical Analysis.
Type of Classes: all content can be accessed online through a virtual learning environment (VLE) for 3 months,

with no limit.
Value added: With a plain, simple language and a proven method, classes are taught by an analyst at the brokerage

house who spends the day helping locals to invest in the stock market. Upon completion of the course all students
receive a certificate of completion.
Background and Requirements: the course is suitable for those who want to take the first steps in the stock market.
Syllabus and references: in addition to the video lessons the student will have access to the digital course booklet,

with all its content. Plus Digital Handbook available in the VLE.
Lectures/Modules:
Module 1: First Steps – Reasons to Invest in Stocks. Investment Alternatives.
Module 2: Introduction to the Capital Markets - IPO Public Offering. Stock market. Corporate governance. Return
to Shareholders. Types of Shares.
Module 3: Market Participants
Module 4: How to Negotiate the Shares - Supply and Demand. Equity Valuation. Stock Lending. Corporate Events.
Module 5: Market Risk
Module 6: Types of Analysis and Strategy
Module 7: Investment Strategies. Technical Analysis Strategy. Dividend Paying Companies.
Module 8: Sites and tools
Cost: around USD 100
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Lecturer: Semi senior market practitioner

2.

Learn to Invest in Fixed Income

Investors from all over the world invest in fixed income in local currency, taking advantage of high returns and
security. Only you will stay out of this party?
About: fixed-income investments are much safer than the stock market because at the moment you invest, you
already know the pay you should receive. Local nominal interest rates are high and the fixed income investments
in the country will pay the best returns. It does not matter if you consider yourself rich or poor, conservative or
aggressive and experienced or lay: every investor should have fixed income in the wallet.
Objective: understand how the best fixed-income investments work, receive interest on your account every month,
get away from the high fees charged by banks and make your money pay much more than in the savings account,
certificates of deposits of large bank, etc.
Type of Classes: this course has 3 hours of video lessons. All content can be accessed online for 12 months, with no

limit on the number of views.
Value added: students will be able to join an exclusive community on Facebook, where they can discuss and discuss

questions related to the course theme.
Background and Requirements: this course has no prerequisites. It was built with simple language and easy to under-

stand. You will not need to do complex accounts, and when it is necessary to calculate something, you will only
need to download spreadsheets and fill in the fields. The worksheet itself will do the math for you.
Syllabus and references: course students will have access to four incredible financial spreadsheets: 1) Worksheet

showing which is the most profitable fixed income investment; 2) Worksheet that calculates whether or not it is
worth investing in certain asset classes; 3) Worksheet that calculates the effective profitability of a real estate
fund; 4) Financial planning worksheet so you know how much you need to save to achieve your dreams. Facebook
community.
Lectures/Modules: Learn to Invest. How to Buy Fixed Income Assets Public Securities. CDB. LCI-LCA. Savings. Letters
of Exchange. Debentures. CRI-CRA. Financial Letters. Pension Funds. Real Estate Funds.
Cost: USD 120
Lecturer: Semi-senior analyst

3.

How to Set Up a Winning Stock Portfolio

Learn how to invest in the stock market with the analyst who set up the most profitable stock portfolio.
About: The How to Assemble a Winning Stock Portfolio is a video-lessons program that teaches you how to iden-

tify the stocks that are most attractive, the companies that distribute the richest dividends, the roles that make
sense to include in a retirement portfolio, options To try to profit from changes in the political landscape, stocks
that could be included in a portfolio to be sold on the stock market, etc.
Objective: this course uses a fairly simple stock selection method, where you will first understand the dynamics of

the market and then learn how to evaluate the fair value of a company. In the end, he will find out how to identify
the papers with the greatest potential of the Stock Exchange and study in depth the case of particular portfolios.
Type of Classes: in addition to receiving the Learn to Invest in the Stock Exchange course, an exclusive and restricted

Facebook community is available where all students will be able to follow the preparation and monthly updating
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of “Where to Invest” portfolio. You will know in detail the reasons for the inclusion or exclusion of securities in
the portfolio.
Value added: this is not a theoretical course on Stock Exchange, in which the attendant learns a series of concepts

with little practical use. All content of the course is thought by practitioners so that you get the knowledge necessary to make good choices when deciding what to buy on the exchange, respecting your risk profile.
Background and Requirements: this course has no prerequisites. It was built with simple language and easy to under-

stand. You will not need to do complex accounts, and when it is necessary to calculate something, everything will
be explained in detail by the teacher. The first two modules of the course are introductory and help in class leveling.

Syllabus and references:
Lectures/Modules:
Module 1: Understanding what is a Stock Market? The evolution of the capital market. How to buy a stock in practice.

Shares vs. Fixed income. Stock Funds x Stocks. The market routine and the investor’s roadmap. Common Stock
vs. Preferred Share. Blue chips, small caps and penny stocks. The 3 ways to profit from stocks. Buyback OPA. The
3 ways to lose with securities.
Module 2: Analyze Fundamental Analysis vs. Technical Analysis. What is fundamental analysis? The main of funda-

mental analysis. Balance sheet. The main items of the income statement of a company. How to analyze the results
(with cases). Multiple Analysis. Future cash flow and discount rate. Putting it into practice in a bakery. WACC and
the value of money. Present value and perpetuity. Calculating the discount rate. My final solutions and conclusions.
Concepts of microeconomics and macroeconomics. How does the economy affect the stock market? Concept of
risk and sectorial division. The 11 main sectors of the Exchange. Conclusion: why to diversify.
Module 3: Invest How to set up a stock portfolio. Dividend portfolio. Wallet for retirement. Aggressive and defensive

wallet. Political wallet. Short wallet. Long & short wallet. Analysis of the base scenario of the economy. Analysis of
the sectors of the Exchange. Stocks selected for the portfolio. Scenario Change and Outcome.
Module 4: Learn to Invest in the Stock Market. Introduction. Stock market. Corporate governance. Opening of

Companies’ Capital. Shareholder Return. Corporate Events - Split and reverse split- Bonuses and Subscriptions.
Participants of the Capital Markets. Investor Controls and Trading Processes. Home Broker and Operational Tools.
Operational costs. Stock Indices. Risk management. Fundamental Analysis vs. Technical Analysis. Types of Graphics
and Support and Resistance. Funds and Investment Clubs. Real Estate Funds. Futures Contracts Market. Options
market. Forward Transactions and Rental of Shares. Operational Strategies. Operating Moving Averages.
Cost: USD 200
Lecturer: MBA

4.

Successful Strategies for Traders

Learn to live on the profit of your trades. The Success Strategies for Traders course is a 12-month program that
shows you step-by-step the various trading techniques and strategies in the market.
About: the Success Strategies for Traders course is a 12 module program that shows you step-by-step the various

trading techniques and strategies in the market. A group of teachers was selected among outstanding professionals
in their areas of activity to teach the best classes on each subject.
Objective: the first class of this course is basic, with the objective of giving all the subscribers a solid support to

understand the more advanced phases. Throughout the course, teachers will delve into the different subjects a
successful trader needs to know. If you feel like operating more, or looking for better results on the Stock Exchange,
this course is for you!
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Type of Classes: this course has 96 hours of video lessons and all content can be accessed online for 1 year with no

limit on the number of views.
Value added: the classes are taught by market professionals with solid training and years of experience. Each of

them stands out in different areas, and so the student will take classes on various subjects, always with a specialist
in the subject.
Background and Requirements: the Success Strategies for Traders course is suitable both for those who consider

themselves a beginner in variable income and for those who are already at an intermediate level.
Syllabus and references: in addition to the recorded video-lessons, the student will receive presentations in PDF and

other materials provided by the teachers. We remind that each teacher will have autonomy to make available or
not the content that he deems necessary.

Lectures/Modules:
Module 1 - As bases da Bolsa - Regulatory Agents. What is the Stock Exchange? What is a stock? How to Buy or sell
a stock. Ways to win with shares. The Daily Routine of the Investor. How to Find the Price of a Share. What makes
a share rise or fall? Economics in our daily life. Microeconomics and the banana’s market. Macroeconomics and
types of competition. Macroeconomics. Market Sectors and Market Risks.
Module 2 The Basics of Fundamental Analysis - Balance Sheet. Statement of Income for the Year. EBTIDA. Multiple.

Analysis Approach. Calculation of Dividends. What to Look for in the Result. Sectors. Portfolio Composition. Is it
time to sell? Ratings for sale. Relative Analysis Cash Flow. Decision making. Support material. Live class.
Module 3 The Basics of Technical Analysis - Trading Concepts. External Factors. Brackets and Resistors. Dow Theory

in Practice. Moving Average (Practice). Fibonacci (Practical Classroom). Brackets and Resistors (Practical). Special
Technical Closure.
Module 4 Risk management. Introduction. Operational Strategy. Basic Assumptions. Risk Return Hit Rate. Determi-

nation of Inputs and Outputs. Day Trade Log and Operational Discipline. Technical Indicators that Measure Risk.
Module 5 Market psychology. Market Mathematics. Stress Factors
Module 6 Day trade & Swing trade
Module 7 Other aspects: Accounts, Taxes on Investments in Shares and Fix Income. What is the Most Efficient Way

to Pay Less Taxes?
Module 8 Fixed income: Risks. Price & Yield. Contractual Conditions. Credit Risk. Negotiation. How to trade in the

Bond Market.
Cost: USD 1200
Lecturer: practitioners

5.

Excel for Investors

Learn from didactic teachers the essential calculations that every investor should know before making financial
decisions
About: many have difficulties with math. But learning to do some calculations is essential to getting right in fi-

nancial decisions. The good news is attendants do not need to understand math or do an MBA in Finance to do
this kind of accounts. Learn from great teachers the essential calculations that every investor should know before
making decisions.
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Objective: in this course attendants learn in a simple and didactic way the main calculations that financial profes-

sionals do when it comes to money.
Type of Classes: all content can be accessed online for 12 months, with no limit on the number of views.
Value added: with simple language and a proven method, lessons are taught by didactic finance teachers.

Background and Requirements: the course was built with simple language and easy to understand. You will not
need to know market jargon or know how to make complex bills to accompany lessons.

Syllabus and references
Lectures/Modules
Module 1: Basic Finance. Simple interest and compound interest. Equivalence of rates and real interest. Interest

rate for financing and leasing. Use of the Price table, SAC system and rent comparison with the purchase of the
property. How to save to realize a dream and calculation of net and gross income. Present value and IRR for Real
Estate Funds.
Module 2: Advanced Finance - Profitability. Duration of Fixed Income. Calculation of stock returns and calculation of
dividend discount. Profit Price Ratio.
Cost: USD 50
Lecturer: Senior quantitative analyst.

6.

Fundamental Analysis of Companies

Before becoming a member of a company, it is very important to know it thoroughly. In this course you will learn
how to evaluate companies in general, their financial statements and perspectives.
About: develop your knowledge in Fundamental Analysis, understand its principles and concepts, know how to

analyze financial statements of companies, relative evaluation, deepen the rules for decision making, quantify
estimates, and know the multiple-fair calculation formulas.
Objective: this course will help you to understand and evaluate companies in general, analyzing their numbers and
financial statements, in order to have a deeper understanding of their evolution in the market, before buying their
shares in the Stock Exchange.
Type of Classes: this course features 7 hours of video lessons. All content can be accessed online for 3 months, with

no limit on the number of views.
Value added: the classes are taught by a specialist in the subject, with practical experience in the financial market and solid
academic training. At the end of the course all students will receive a certificate of completion.
Background and Requirements: to enter this introductory course on Fundamental Analysis, we recommend that the

student already have basic knowledge, practical or theoretical, of stock exchange operations.
Syllabus and references: Besides the video lessons the student will have access to the digital booklet of the course,
with all its content. Digital handouts. Practical Material. Worksheet.

Lectures/Modules:
Module 1 What is fundamental analysis. Introduction to Fundamental Analysis. References of this School of Analysis.
Module 2 Presenting financial statements - Balance sheet and income statement.
Module 3 Decision-making - Tripod
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Module 4 Relative valuation – Multiples – Payout
Module 5: Valuation
Module 6: Fundamental Analysis in Practice - Balance in practice. Valuation in practice. Guide to Stock. Investment

ideas.
Cost: around USD 120
Lecturer: Analyst at financial institutions. Conducted trainings for bank employees and investors.

7.

Personal Trader

Learn how to invest with a professional!
About: obtaining consistent gains in the financial market is like stepping on eggs: you need to be very calm and

careful to achieve the goals without falling into traps. In an uncertain environment and so subject to randomness,
nothing like relying on the assistance of an experienced professional to burn steps and quickly learn the tricks of
the market.
Objective: Personal Trader will put you face to face with the most experienced professionals on the market. You

will be able to choose the content of classes and get all your questions about stocks and financial applications.
Type of Classes: Classes by Skype or in person (São Paulo). You can combine with the teacher the schedules that
fit your schedule and slice the course in several classes.
Value added: the great advantage of individual lessons is that, in addition to the content that will be presented, you

can take all your questions with a specialist with decades of experience in the market.
Background and Requirements: there are no prerequisites, since lessons will be more basic if you have little market
knowledge and are more advanced if you already have experience with stocks and other risky assets.
Syllabus and references: study stock technical analysis, fundamental analysis, other financial applications or a mixture
of all of this. As they are individual lessons, the attendant assembles the program.

Lectures/Modules:
Module 1: Technical analysis: the Technical Analysis and its principles. Understanding, reading and building charts.
Formations of Figures, Trends and signs. Study of patterns, prices and volumes. Indicators and Oscillators. Application of technical analysis in operations during the trading session. Trading Strategies.
Module 2: Fundamental Analysis. The basics of stocks, stock exchanges and the global stock market. Global macroe-

conomic scenario and its influence on the behavior of stock exchanges. Sectors. Balance sheet analysis. Valuation
and share multiples. Interpretation of stock guide. Concepts of designing an investment portfolio, with fixed income
components. Ways to invest in stocks, such as day trade, long & short and derivatives.
Module 3: Day Trader and Scalper
Module 4: Swing Trade and Position trade
Module 6: Risk Management: size of position, Portfolio hedge, Risk management tools, Motivation and self-knowl-

edge, Development of plan for operations, Creating a personal development plan.
Cost: around USD 1300
Lecturer: Senior Quants, fundamental analysts with decades of experience.
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ANNEX III:
ERDesk Meeting Notes
CVM
•

Firms use paying agents to distribute dividends and interest payments, but they don’t go through CVM or BVM.

•

There are no legal limitations barring a depository from becoming a bank, but there must be mandating so to
back BVM’s claims and to convince banks to use it. This would also help with tracking securities.

•

Banks don’t always have the final beneficiary properly identified and the CVM doesn’t always get the information and can’t properly track securities.

•

The process is automated at CVM but the contracts are mailed to the Bank of Mozambique and processed
there, increasing operational risks.

•

Cash in brokerage accounts is held at commercial banks, putting it at risk of insolvency of said bank.

•

An agreement with Euroclear could be done and would reduce operational risks, but they aren’t sure if current
systems are prepared to handle such trades. Establishing such an agreement wouldn’t be complicated from
a legal standpoint.

•

There are no limits to the types of assets that can be registered at CVM because the law accepts “other assets”
(outros valores mobiliarios).

•

The current legislation isn’t limitating, there is lack of knowledge and rule of law. Little is registered at the
CVM due to lack of knowledge and fiscal advantages (such as fiscal credits on losses). The only incentives
are focused on investors and not on issuers. There are also not penalties for not complying with regulations.

Treasury Department
•

The Treasury sets the financing needs for the month and then the Treasury Obligations (OTs) are issued.
They’re looking to decompress expiries but issuance is concentrated in the 3 to 4 year range. Foreign debt
fell and currently 60% of debt is in local currency.

•

Treasury Bills (BTs) are short term, issued for immediate treasury needs and are outside of the budget.

•

The National Budget Department defines the foreign portion of debt, with foreign maturities being longer
(30 to 40 years) and issued as bilateral loans.

•

To issue at longer terms (or shorter) it must be added to that year’s budget law. This must be presented to
the Council of Ministers and ask for permission to issue at longer maturities.

•

Dutch auction with 14 primary dealers is used to set the interest rate, with institutional investors investing
through primary dealers (which according to the law are the ones guaranteeing the functioning of the market,
but it isn’t very clear if others could participate).

•

The Treasury is responsible for the SISTAFE platform which validates payments.

Bank 1
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•

Operations are closed in T+3, but can be done in T+0 if they’re doing immediate purchases and sales (buying
for their book and selling to clients).

•

For the stock market to allow for interdealer brokerage, the price variation limits should be lifted. When
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interest rates climbed from 10% to 27%, bonds issued at 10% were no longer tradable due to price variation
limits making them unattractive when comparing them to the newer bonds issued at 27%. The price variation
limits in an illiquid market renders many securities unavailable for trading. In dealer-to-dealer operations there
should be no limits. The lack of liquidity makes the cap pointless. In off-the-run bonds there is no liquidity and
there are big gaps in the yield curve.
•

More incentives to invest are needed, but in an austerity phase this could be difficult to implement. Because
of a lack of investable options, funds end up choosing to invest in deposits with attractive yields.

•

OT’s have complicated covenants (with indexed yields during the second year) scaring off most investors and
depressing the secondary market. A cap on deposit yields could incentivize the market (deposits are taxed
at lower rates than bonds).

•

The low fees (capped at 0.2%) coupled with higher exchange fees charged by Millennium and higher CVM
costs are killing the brokerage business. If liquidity were to rise, the trading costs paid to Millennium would fall.

•

The rules from the Bank of Mozambique are blocking the appearance of new independent brokers, which have
to file complex documents and have requirements similar to those of banks.

•

Pension funds are very liquid and are seeking long term safe investments, with fixed or indexed rates.

•

They can’t attract many foreign investors due to the inability to certify rule 17-f.

•

Equities trading is dominated by foreign investors.

•

There is no securities lending or short selling, which would require BVM’s approval.

Central Bank of Mozambique
•

The Bank of Mozambique’s payments handles the settlement of payments. There is no netting law in Mozambique, everything goes to insolvency (bankruptcy) courts.

•

OTs and BTs are considered instruments of monetary policy.

•

They agree on lifting price variation limits as it would allow them to participate in secondary markets..

Bank 2:
•

Price limits are limiting trading, if a security stops trading for a long time it might not trade ever again for
technical reasons.

•

When trading with clients (stocks or small lots of bonds) they have to go through the system, which means
everyone can see the trade and it’s possible that the operation is closed with a counterparty different than
intended. This could be a bigger problem once liquidity picks up.

•

They believe that the 2-tier primary market is killing liquidity in the secondary market.

•

Barclays wants to do proprietary trading and market baking in bonds, which they can do with BTs (because
de Bank of Mozambique doesn’t charge trading fees).

•

FX trading with clients is done on a proprietary system, but with third parties is done through the Bank of
Mozambique’s system (SAP).

•

They have problems operating swaps (spot and forward legs are separated), which is why the only accept
swaps, not launch them.

•

There is no Investment Banking Division in Mozambique, everything is done out of South Africa. The interest
to list is very recent. Many companies don’t want to list to avoid audits.

•

Their systems are not prepared to offer custody to independent brokers and they’re worried about the trading
limits and losing clients.
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IPEME:
•

SMEs are 98.7% of the total registered companies, with 28.6% of GDP and 48.3% of employment. They have
financing problems with a lack of access to credit due to informality and management problems.

•

Financing costs and requirements are too high for them, with banks not wanting to take on the risk of SMEs.

•

They believe that the MTN 4 million capital requirement is too high and structuring criteria exclude 95% of
firms (which are not S.A. and don’t know how to restructure themselves). They are also not familiar with the
products of the exchange and there is a lack of an adequate information campaign. The stock market can be
incorporated in school education.

•

Listing requirements do not exclude mid-sized firms but they don’t see the benefits of listing or operating in
the stock market. There is a lack of products designed for SMEs (like cheque factoring).

CEDSIF (SISTAFE)
•

The Government uses hiring rules for all suppliers. An annual purchase plan is completed and a bidding process is conducted for each purchase.

•

Since July 1st the State Capital module is used (Modulo de Patrimonio do Estado), where suppliers are registered and reference prices are established. Afterwards, a request for proposals is conducted and the Government compromises the State’s resources to pay and the Treasury guarantees payments.

•

The supplier is introduced in the system and once the goods enter the inventory they’re paid for within 60
days. If delivery is certified it can be paid within one day. The contract assure payment.

•

The Government can offer advances on contracts with a bank guarantee.

•

There are 27.600 payment orders per day (including salaries of 330.000 employees) handled by the system,
which means there are roughly 500.000 payment instructions per month for suppliers.

•

The system controls debt but not term payments (delivered but not paid yet), which would require modifications in the systems and they’re open to proposals.

•

They’re currently reviewing how to integrate the taxpayer portal into SISTAFE.

Central Bank of Mozambique – Markets Division
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•

There are no primary dealers in the BT auction, but all the banks participate. The SAP system is used for the
auctions.

•

There is little activity in the secondary market for BTs and they expect the B auction (which allows funds to
participate) to make insurers purchase the securities as they would avoid commissions charged by the banks.

•

Regulations state that BTs can be sold in secondary markets and that they are “valores mobiliarios” which
should be registered at CVM, but this isn’t done as they want to develop the market first.

•

There are 2 custodians in Mozambique: CVM and the Bank of Mozambique, violating IOSCO principles. They
are aware of the additional risk from having 2 custodians, but they want to develop the market first before
passing it on to BVM.

•

Repos are also traded on the SAP system, with outright and reverse repos available. It’s an auction open to
banks with standing lending and standing deposit facilities. They mainly do overnight repos with most concentrating in under one month’s maturity. MTN 12 to MTN 15 mn are traded per day and is used as a monetary
policy tool. They can also be traded outside the Bank of Mozambique but they have to be reported to it.
They don’t keep track of the holder of the swaps. If registered on CVM, they would like to have access to the
information it could provide.
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Bank III
•

SMEs: a conflict of interest in the commercial bank is responsible for having the stick to loans. The accounting issues (SMEs not having financial statements or unwilling to share them) coupled with financial illiteracy
complicates the issue.

•

The larger companies know about capital markets but are more comfortable with loans and don’t see the
advantages of being listed and they resist having to pay listing fees every year.

•

All the firms have to be registered at CVM, but even some banks don’t do so, therefore they don’t even tell
clients to register.

•

Clients also think that transaction costs are high and at BNI they would rather forego charging trading fees
and they make up the money on the custody side because the investor doesn’t want to pay upfront fees.

•

CDs are not legal yet. Funds receive higher yields on deposits than in BTs and they only want them for diversification purposes.

•

Banks give very short term loans. Deposits are also short term (70% open deposits and 30% under one year’s
term). Repos are very short term as well.

•

They don’t see that the current instruments available in the market are adequate for pension funds or insurers.

•

Big firms don’t want to take on the risk of SMEs and big projects are financed overseas.

•

They want to create a fund to invest in SMEs with a social focus. First they want to help them transform into
S.A. Afterwards the exit can be conducted by selling back to the owner. However investment funds are not
regulated. There is a need to regulate several products.

ISSM
•

Insurers have investment rules and can invest mainly in OTs, BTs, securities, deposits, real estate, etc. There’s
a list of “eligible” titles they can invest in, if an asset isn’t in that list they can’t invest in it. There are caps on
investments in each category, but currently they only invest in deposits and real estate.

•

The regulator is concerned about diversification (at least diversifying deposit among several banks).

•

They have to check if they’re meeting investment mandates, but supervision and enforcement are not very
strict. Regulations allow for the incorporation of new investment products.

•

Insurers can invest outside of the country with the minister’s approval (up to 10%).

•

Insurers claim that there are no Government securities available for purchase. The law states that 30% of
OTs in banks’ books have to be available to the public, but the banks claim that there’s no demand for them.

•

Deposits tend to exceed the allowed maximum in portfolios, but this is allowed as they claim they can’t find
suitable investment opportunities.

•

There’s a law stating that insurers must invest through capital markets, but this is hardly adhered to. IMPA and
Providente are the ones that invest the most through capital markets.

•

New products would require additional regulations but they can becom.

IGEP
•

Companies with Government participation are not listed because of the listing criteria and the fact they have
an excess of workforce.

•

The IGEP is going to survey the companies they monitor to asses which ones can be sold and the stock market
could be used for this. They also want to use it to redistribute wealth, wanting to have people from outside
Maputo investing in the firms.

•

They would like the discounting of SISTAFE promissory notes to be implemented as they see it as fast and safe.
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•

They’re working on a Warehousing system to finance small farmers.

•

They don’t understand why there are 2 exchanges in Mozambique and this confuses people. They need efficient institutions to access financing and open up capital.

•

They’re looking for a strategic partner to help cover expenses, which can’t be done by BVM, but it could help
with providing technology.

•

They recently leased 4 airplanes, which could have been done through BVM (and they preferred it) but they
didn’t know if BVM could have handled the transactions.

•

There is a dedicated team in charge of privatizations.

•

They offered to add a stand at the Conselho Consultivo where BVM can showcase its offerings and explain
their services.

Budget and Planning – Ministry of Finance
•

BTs are not part of the Budget, but OTs are. OT’s can’t be issued without approving the budget, which can be
delayed several months, so automated issuance rules are needed.

•

They’re looking to avoid crowding out of the Private Sector so they would be willing to modify the law if it
helps with the Private Sector.

•

To have this automated issuance rules, the SISTAFE law must be changed.

INSS
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•

There are currently 500.000 people making contributions and 51.000 recipients.

•

They have significant free funds due to their investment policies.

•

The portfolio is currently 60% deposits, 10% obligations (40% BTs, 60% OTs), 5% stock and 25% real estate.

•

The fund is currently worth MTN 23.000 Mn and has annual income of MTN10000Mn.

•

They use banks to invest and the Central Bank invited them to participate in the B auction of BTs.

•

They use commercial banks for operations requiring custody.

•

They invest in OTs depending on what they can get their hands on and what cash they have available to invest.
Investment decisions are slow and many investments opportunities are lost because of this.

•

They can’t invest outside of Mozambique and can only invest in listed companies.

•

The Administration Council decides the allocation of funds.

•

FPC rate is the reference rate for their investment. The last deposit they secured they received a 26.5% yield.

•

They also hold commercial paper and corporate debt.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
ADV			

Average daily volume   

API			

Application Programming Interface

ATS			

Alternative (Automated) Trading System

AUC			

Assets under custody

BIS			

Bank for International Settlements

Bps			Basis point
BCP			

Business Continuity Plan

CAGR			

Cumulative annual rate of growth

CCP			Central counterparty
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CLOB			

Central Limit Order Book

CPSS			

BIS Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems

CSD			

Central security depository

DMA			

Direct Market Access

DVP			

Delivery vs. Payment settlement

EMIR			

European Market Infrastructure Regulation

ESMA			

European Securities Markets Authority

ETF			

Exchange Trading Funds  

EBIT			

Earnings before interest and taxes

EBITDA			

Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization

FMI			

Financial Markets Infrastructure

FIX			

Financial Information Exchange protocol
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Free of payment settlement

FX			Foreign Exchange
GDP			

Gross Domestic Product

IFRS			

International Financial Reporting Standard

IMF			

International Monetary Fund

IOSC\O			

Int’l Organization of Securities Commissions

IPO			

Initial Public Offering

MM			Market makers
OTC			Over-the-Counter
p.a.

		

Per Annum

P/E			

Price Earnings ratio

RFQ			

Request for Quote

PMEs			

Small and Medium Sized Enterprises

SRO			Self-regulatory Organization
SSS			

Securities Settlement System

STP			

Straight through processing

T2S			Target2 Securities
T+N			

Settlement cycle concluding N days after day T

UTP			

Universal Trading Privileges

VLE			

Virtual Learning Environment
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
Exchanges
ASX    			

Australian Stock Exchange

BI			Borsa Italiana
BME			

BME Spanish Exchanges

BVMF3 		

Sao Paulo Stock Exchange-BM&F

BMV			Mexican Exchange
BVB			

Bucharest Stock Exchange

BVP			

Panama Stock Exchange

BURSA-M		

Bursa Malaysia

BURSA-Ist		

Borsa Istanbul

BVC			Colombian Exchange
BVRP			

Dominican Republic stock exchange

BVL			Peruvian Exchange
NYSE			

New York Stock Exchange

CEESEG (V)		

Central-Eastern Europe Securities Exchange Group – Vienna

CEESEG (B)		

Central-Eastern Europe Securities Exchange Group – Budapest

CME			

Chicago Mercantile Exchange

CBOE			

Chicago Board Options Exchange

DB1			Deutsche Boerse
Helex			Hellenic Exchanges
HKEx			

Hong Kong Exchange

ICE			Intercontinental Exchange
MERVAL		
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MOEX			Moscow Exchangeo
JSE			

Johannesburg Stock Exchange

LSE			

London Stock Exchange

NSE & BSE		

National Stock Exchange of India & Bombay Stock Exchange

NDAQ-OMX 		

Nordics

Euronext-P 		

Euronext Paris

NZX			

New Zealand Exchange

SGX			Singapore Exchange
SIX			

SIX Swiss Exchange

TASE			

Tel Aviv Stock Exchange

JPX			Japan Exchange
TMX			Toronto-Montreal Exchange
WSE			

Warsaw Stock Exchange

NSE			

Nigerian Stock Exchange

BSE

Botswana Stock Exchange

		

Luse 			

Lusaka Stock Exchange

MSE 			

Malawi Stock Exchange

NSX 			

Namibian Stock Exchange

RSE 			

Rwanda Stock Exchange

SEM 			

Stock Exchange of Mauritius

USE 			

Uganda Securities Exchange

ZSE 			

Zimbabwe Stock Exchange
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